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PRANK A WINSLOW
THE BURNING OF HAY
Boston Editor Commnts On the 
Changed Conditions In Maine
I An Old Directory A STRUGGLE IN THE DARK DID IT IN TEN DAYS i “The Black Cat”
Snhwrtpttona 13 00 oer year payabl' i 
In ertvance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORT 
The Rockland Oaretts estab­
lished In 1846. In 1874 the Courier 
••as established and consolidated with 
•lie Oanette ln 1882 The Free Press, 
was established ln 1855 and tn 1891 
changed Ita name to the Tribune 
The«e papera consolidated March 17
Are there places in New England 
threatened with conflagrations per­
haps as terrible as fires on the 
prairie? The chief of the Fire De­
partment at Rockland, Me., evi­
dently thinks so for he has issued 
an appeal calling upon property 
owners to cut their hay immedlate-
Having To Do With the City 
Of Rockland Thirty- 
Nine Years Ago
••• The truly generous ts truly 
•* wise, and he who loves not 
•» others lives unblest —Home •••
CATHOLIC BONDS
The Roman Catholic Bishop of 
Portland expects to call shortly the 
first mortgage 4% percent bonds 
due in 1956 at 104 H. The bonds 
are being refunded by 1.000.000 
three percent and 3’4 precent serial 
bonds maturing over a 10-year 
period and 3.800.000 first mortgage 
singing fund fours due in 1958.
By The Roving Reporter
Though Government Contract Allowed 60— 
Good Job By Snow Marine Co.
Homer O'Connor, boss plumber at The same night the watchman 
the Samoset Hotel, has tackled saw a man leaving the grounds 
some difficult jobs in his time, but hastly.
none which gave him a greater Sheriff Ludwick was notified yes- 
start than he received Sunday terday morning, and in the course 
night, when he turned out the light of a few hours had arrested Ben­
in his garage, and starting for home jamin Hunt of South Waldoboro, 
found himself in the powerful em- According to the officer, Hunt said 
brace of some man whose features he was on the premises for the i 
he could not distinguish in the purposee of stealing gladioli bulbs, 
darkness. md ran into the plumber because he
The couple struggled for a few did not see him in the darkness. 
Toilet Articles—Mn. C. E. Young. moments when the stranger broke Hunt was being arraigned before 
away from the plumber's grasp and Judge Dwinal when this paper went 
disappeared in the darkness. to press.
Advertisers
-Bachelder & Dodge, FTailors
C. Knight & Co.. E. H. Rose 
Tea—Wm. Scott & Co.
Telegraph and Telephone Com- 
, , . . , panies—Eastern Telephone Co.,
ly in order to reduce the danger. New England Telephone & Tele- 
Hay. once one of the great prod- graph Co., Postal Telegraph Co., 
i Western Union Telegraph Co.ucts of New England, has become 
something of a drug upon the mar­
ket. The average farm price re­
ported for Aug. 15 was $10.68 a ton, 
a drop from $12 58 on the corre­
sponding date in 1936. Even the
Tripe and Tallow Manufacturers 
—Gardner Brothers.
Tapley, Walter M„ clerk, h 25 Suf­
folk.
higher figure is not an inducement ^it^' 5UrVey0r' h 3
Tarr, Chas 
Tarr, Geo.
Orient.
Taylor. Austin W.. dentist 400 Main 
h 146 Rankin.
Taylor, Francis A.,
Pink.
to the haymakers.
Although the human population
has Increased, the number of horses 
has dwindled, dropping from a New 
England total, of 365,000 in J890 
to 185.000 in 1930. A glance at any 
highway is enough to convince the 
observer that this latter figure has 
been further materially reduced. 
Horses used to be the hay eaters. 
The result is that an enormous
Reports confirmed ln Boston that | number of New England acres are 
the Maine bond issue will be called J passing from hay fields to brush
D., laborer, h Fales. 
A„ bookkeeper, h 21
cooper, h 20
and refinanced will be of great in­
terest in financial circles. The bond 
issue was floated some time ago for 
the Portland Diocese which com­
prises the Catholic properties in the 
State of Maine.
lots. The face of the countryside 
is being changed before our eyes.— 
Boston Globe.
St. George Grange Fair
Wednesday, Sept. 21
Afternoon and Evening 
Supper 5.30 to 7 00 
DANCE
111-113
GEO. A. BAMFORD
of New York 
Will Give Lessons on
Saxophone and Flute
Address
GEORGE A. BAMFORD 
Long Cove, Me.
113-114
AYEKS
SCHOOL TOGS
CHILDREN’S W ASH SUITS ............................ $100. $1.50, $198
JUVENILE SUITS—ages 5 to 10—Coat. Blouse, Pants $2 »»
BOYS' LONG PANTS SUITS—two pants ............ $10.00, $12.00
BOYS' LONG PANTS ...............................-...........  S1.00. $1*
BOYS' KNICKERS—beautiful patterns .................. »2 0o. $3.01)
BOYS' SHORT PANTS ................... .......................... $100, $1.50
BOYS’ SHIRTS ................................................................................ 79<!
BOYS' SCHOOL SWEATERS .............................  $1.00, $1.98, $2.98
YOUNG MEN'S SHIRTS ................................................ $1.00. $1.50
YOUNG MEN'S PANTS $198, $2.50, $3.00, $3.75
YOUNG MEN’S FANCY SWEATERS .........................$198. $2.98
YOUNG MEN'S HEAVY SWEATERS ............. S1.98. $2.98, $5 OJ
JACKETS, COATS AND HUNTING JACKETS OF ALL KINDS
We are Headquarters for Boys’ Clothing, as you will see, if you 
will but let us show you'.
WILLIS AYER
UNION FAIR
SEPT. 27-28-29
HORSE RACING PARI-MUTUEL BETTING 
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY 
NIGHT SHOWS 
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY 
FIREWORKS
A REAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW
112-lt
Witham's 
Lobster Pound
ROUTE 1—NEXT TO ROXMONT
OPEN
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
TELEPHONE 992-R, ROCKLAND
OPEN UNTIL MIDDLE OF OCTOBER
COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
.1
Once more under the active direction of 
MRS. MATTIE POWELL
Taylor, Mrs. Sarah K., h 146 Ran­
kin.
Teddy. John, laborer, h 36 James. 
Temple. Carrie E., tailoress, h 66 
Grace.
Temple. Frank N„ grocer 66 Grace, 
h same.
Tenney. Geo. W„ clerk, h 38 South. 
Thomas. Adelbert A., mariner, h 
Carroll s Lane.
Thoi/ias. Albert G„ ship fastener, h 
Fales.
Thomas. Albert W , h Court House 
building.
Thomas. Mrs. Almeda B., dressma­
ker. h 38 Grace.
Thomas. Chas. A., quarryman, h 54 
Willow.
Thcmas, iChas. N., longshoreman, 
b upper Camden.
Thomas. Christopher L., landscape 
gardener, h 139 Park.
Thomas. Clara B., h upper Camden. 
Thomas. Clara L., compositor, h 54 
Willow.
Thomas. Clarence M„ clerk, 61 
Front, h 8 Spruce.
Thomas. Clifford E., roofer, h 120 
North Main.
Thomas. C. S.. h 47 Camden. 
Thomas. Edmund W„ master mari­
ner. h 38 Grace.
Thomas. Mrs. Emery R., music 
teacher, h 30 Rankin.
Thomas, Emery R.. clerk, h 30 Ran­
kin.
j Thomas, Mrs. Fannie L„ h 6 Chest­
nut.
I Thomas, Fannie M., h 10 Cedar.
Thomas. Geo. F., cooper, h West 
| Meadow road
Thomas. Oeo. W cigars and con­
fectionery, h upper Camden.
Thomas. Herbert L., fish market, 
459-461 Main, h 17 Chestnut.
Thomas. I. K„ ih 12 Masonic. 
Thomas, Jennie M., h upper Cam­
den.
Thomas, John, club room. 455 Main.
I Thomas, John H.. deputy sheriff 
Knox county jail, h Court House 
building.
| Thcmas. J. Philip, clerk, h 6 Chest­
nut.
j Thomas. John W., advertising soli­
citor for Courier-Gazette, bds 27 
Elm.
Thcmas. Joseph W., pastor Free 
Baptist Church, h Upper Camden
Thomas, Lizzie I., h 38 Grace. 
Thomas. Marion A., stenographer, h 
6 Chestnut.
Thomas. Mrs. Mary, h 74 Pleasant. 
Thomas, Mary E.. widow, h Fales.
| Thcmas, Mattie M., school teacher, 
h 47 Camden.
! Thomas. Mrs. P F.. h 47 Camden. 
Thomas, Robt. E„ lime trimmer, bds 
36 Camden.
! Thomas, Mrs. R. C., h 10 Cedar.
I Thomas. Silas C., physician, h 13 
Carroll’s Lane.
Thomas. Theodore H.. stationary 
engineer, h upper Camden.
Thomas. Wm. H.. lime burner, h 
rear 45 Thomaston.
Thompson. Wilbur W.. ship carpen­
ter, h 60 Crescent.
' Thomas, William N„ night operator 
N. E. Tel Co., Ih 54 Willow. 
Thomas. Woodbury H„ painter, h 
West Meadow road.
i Thompson. J. William, kill tender,
, 33 Sea Street place.
I Thompson. Mrs. L. A., h 137 Union. 
Thompson. Robert, kiln tender, h 40 
Willow.
Thompson. Rodney I., lawyer, 401 
Main, h 15 Knox.
Thorndike. Adelbert G., cooper, rear 
593 Main.
Thorndike. Fred A.. (Thorndike & 
Hix) Wharf, h 14 Maple.
Thorndike. Herbert W„ (E. B. In­
graham .& Co.) h 11 Masonic. 
Thorndike & Hix (F. A. Thorndke,
H. Irving Hix) wholesale dealers 
in beef, lobsters, fruit and prod­
uce, Wharf, branch 273 Main. 
Thorndike House, B. R. Andros 
manager, cor Main and Sea. 
Thorndike, Ida. h 23 Jefferson. 
Thorndike. Mrs. J. T. widow, h 27 
School.
Thorndike, Jacob, master mariner, 
h 34 Crescent
I Thorndike. Jennie E., cigar strip­
per, h 11 Masonic.
j Thorndike, Josephine A„ school 
teacher, h 27 School.
Thorndike. Mrs. Margie H., music 
teacher, h 11 Masonic.
' Thorndike, R. W. E„ expressman, h 
] 15 Pine.
I Thorndike, Reuben S., h 310 Lime­
rock.
Thorndike Robert H., master mari­
ner, h 11 Masonic, 
j Thorndike, iRuby P„ candy wrapper, 
h 11 Masonic.
Thorndike. Paul, ship carpenter, h 
23 Jefferson.
Thorndike, Sarah E„ h Pond Road 
Thorndike, Sylvester O. , (North 
Star Laundry) h 10 State. 
Thornton, Edward S.. kiln tender, h 
55 Gay.
I Thornton. Mae E„ h Old County 
road, Thomaston.
Thorson. Thonald G., steward, h 4 
North Main.
! Thurlow, Mis. E. W„ ice cream, 25 ] 
Oak.
Thurlow, Ed. W„ h 25 Oak. 
Thurston. Nellie L„ housekeeper. 
306 Broadway,
Grange Prosperity When Blaine Spoke
Late Moves Show Desire of Candidate For President Ap-
Central Headquarters In peared In Post Office
Various States
The opening Sept. 21 of a big 
Grange headquarters building for 
New England, located on the East­
ern States Exposition grounds at 
Springfield, Mass., and from whose 
use the Grange membership of more 
than 150.000 in the six New Eng­
land States will permanently benefit 
is a reminder of the extent to which 
the Grange is extending its perma­
nency by the establishment of head­
quarters buildings for the conduct 
of its affairs.
Several years ago the State of 
Washington, at a cost in excess of 
$25,000. built a magnificent cement 
building in the heart of Seattle, and 
here all the activities of theWash- 
ington State Grange are carried 
on. A year ago the State Grange of 
Oregon purchased a building and 
have fitted it up conveniently as a 
Grange working plant. Only a few 
weeks ago the Ohio State Grange 
moved into fine new quarters in 
the city of Columbus, where a large 
suite of rooms will be put to exclu­
sive Grange uses and will serve as 
the central point for all the Grange 
work of the Buckeye State. Cali­
fornia established similar quarters a 
number of years ago at Sacramento; 
while in the heart of the business 
district of Harrisburg, the Pennsyl- 
vania State Grange similarly func­
tions.
All these moves towards central 
headquarters in tlie various States 
follow the example of the national 
Grange, which nearly a score of
Square In 1884
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
When did James G. Blaine make 
a political speech in Rockland? As 
it began to rain, he said, "You peo­
ple have your hats on and so, I 
shall put mine on.” He put on a 
black derby.
The last words he said concerned 
the great principles of America: 
First, that every man should have 
a right to vote as he saw fit; and 
secondly, that there should tie com­
merce in every port and peace with 
all the world.
As Mr. Blaine was in Windsor for 
a speech, it again rained and one 
of the spectators held an umbrella 
over him. A strong Democrat in 
the group of spectators, thinking 
himself worthy of just as much at­
tention, said, "Why doesn’t someone 
hold an umbrella over me?”
"Your skull is so thick you don’t 
need any,” said Blaine.
E. H. Philbrick
Rockland. Sept 19.
IMr. Blaine visited Rockland in 
1884. during the campaign in which ' 
the standard bearers were James G.; 
Blaine and Gen. John A. Logan. I 
Blaine spoke in the afternoon at I 
Post Office square, and the meet-I
ing then adjourned to Farwell 
Opera House where other speakers 
were heard.—Bd 1
Opens With Victory
years ago established legislative
headquarters at National Capital Rockland High Takes the
and ever since has been extending 
the work at Washington until it now 
embraces not only the legislative 
program of this great farm organi­
zation. but many other activities as 
well. Several States are thinking in 
similar directions, with the likeli­
hood that within the next few years 
their work will also be brought un­
der a single roof, housing the vari­
ous departments of Grange activity.
The fact that Grange through­
out the country is continually spon­
soring new undertakings for the 
benefit of the countryside, and in­
creasing its efforts to aid the farm­
ers of the United States, makes it 
imperative that such permanent 
headquarters be established; all of 
which tends to increase thc prestige 
and permanency of the organiza­
tion.
Thurston, Wm. J., cooper, h 118 
Maverick.
Tibbetts, Artemus, foreman, h 19 
Lisle.
Tibbetts, Chas. C., clerk, h 16 Clare­
mont.
Tibbetts, Chas. M., fruit and con­
fectionery, 337 Main, h 16 Clare­
mont.
Tibbetts, Cloie M., h 17 Middle.
DANCE
COUNCE HALL, THOMASTON 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
Refreshments 
Men 25c; Ladies 15c
113*11
Charles A. Lundell
PIANO, VOICE, PIANO- 
ACCORDION
HAWAIIAN AND SPANISH 
GUITAR
Lessons may be arranged at your 
home, or at 
Studio Residence 
21 CENTRAL ST.
TEL. 2502, CAMDEN, ME.
113-lt
“GIFT COTTAGE” 
FOR SALE
Located At Wildwood 
Ballard Park, Rockport
Mrs. James Tolman
ROCKVILLE, ME.
97*99
This is a brief story of how the 1 
steam lighter Sophia picked up a 
barge by the scruff of the neck 
and dropped it into deep water 
where it would no longer constitute 
a menace to navigation.
It has to be a tremendous job 
that daunts the Snow Marine Com­
pany, but when it put in a bid for 
the removal of the sunken barge 
Cullen at Searsport it found itself 
in competition with some of the 
largest wrecking concerns ln the 
East, among them the Merritt- 
Chapman outfit, which it outbid 
with its offer to do the chore for 
$4150
The time limit was 60 days, but 
the Sophia did it in 10, and nobody 
ever saw the Cullen except the 
diver. The operations were under 
the direction of Capt. John I. Snow, 
whose career as a mariner and 
wrecker furnished exactly the re­
quired training.
The barge Cullen was the prop- 
ertyy of the Cullen Transportation 
Company of New York. Oct. 8 it 
was destroyed by fire, and sank in 
the middle of Searsport harbor. 
The craft had a net tonnage of 600 
tons, and the wreckage was esti­
mated to weigh 200 tons.
One fine morning the Snow Ma­
rine Company went out to the spot ■ 
where the Cullen sank, and an­
chored its car float directly over the j 
wreck, where it was destined to I 
serve as a pontoon. As the tide1
Measure Of Brunswick
High 6 To 0
Rockland High eleven opened its 
pigskin parade last Saturday with 
a 6 to 0 victory over Brunswick High 
School at Community Park.
It was during the middle of the 
second period that Billings. Rock­
land's shifty halfback, tore through 
center from the three-yard line to 
make the winning touchdown. Most 
of the yardage was gained by Billings 
and Duff, driving behind a promis­
ing blockade of interferes; with 
Billings doing the bulk of the ball 
carrying and “Gus" Huntley snag­
ging some excellent passes.
Brunswick lost their chance of 
tying the score in the third period 
when the penalty for off-sides was 
called as they were attempting to 
cross the goal line. On the following 
play Rockland gained possession of 
the ball, and Brunswick was unable 
to get within spitting distance 
thereafter—not even Willard, burly 
fullback who starred for the worthy 
opponents.
The Rockland defense was well 
taken care of by Mazzeo, Glover 
and Perry, who should go places as 
the season continues.
Coach Don Matheson wore a broad 
smile when the final period ended 
Saturday and his light team walked 
off the field the victors. It just goes 
to show you “the bigger they come 
' the harder they fall!” says the boys.
Hallowell comes here next Sat­
urday to play Rockland—come one. 
come all and support your team.
The summary:
Rockland 16), Brunswick (0)
Gus Huntley, re ............... re. Lebei
Horeysec, rt ............... rt. Hamilton
i Mazzeo, rg .................... rg, Totman
[ Johnson, c ..................  c, Delorimer
McConchie, lg.......... lg. Leonard
Perry, It ......................... It, Doughty
Chisholm, le.....................le, Ornsbv
Duff, qb .................... qb, Nickerson
Glover, rh ................. rh, Hammond
Billings, lh .................... Ih. French
Allen, fb ...................... fb, Ouellette
Rockland  ............. 0 6 0 0—6
Brunswick ................. 0 0 0 0—0
Touchdown, Billings, 1. Substi­
tutes—Rockland, Ellis, Spinney, Jor­
dan, George Huntley. Brunswick, 
Racine, Tahalheimer, Pietts, Hill. 
Lamont, Davis, Willard. Referee. 
Wotton (Bowdoin). Umpire, Far- 
rel (Colby). Head linesman, Gay 
(Bates), Time, four 8’s,
rose up came the barge. Not, how­
ever, before the chains had parted 
three times and it had been found 
necessary to supplement the lift­
ing power with a heavy cable.
Once firmly in the grip of the J 
car float, and in tow of the steam 
lighter, Capt. Cecil W. Carver head­
ed his craft for the open sea, aided 
by the tugs Walter Ross and Som­
ers N. Smith. Down the eastern 
bay went the procession until the 
charts showed a depth of 240 feet— 
a spot indicated by the government 
engineers—and there It will remain 
until the tides of centuries have 
swept over it. Before the removal, 
however, the wreckers had removed 
the engine, boilers and other mov­
able gear.
The car float which was used so 
handily measures 195 feet in length, 
34 feet in width and has a net ton­
nage of 425.
The man who did the under wa­
ter work was Rolland Bernier of 
Biddeford, who has been playing 
around in the water since 1912. He 
is an expert diver, and those who 
were associated with him’ on this 
task can testify that he sings while 
he works.
Capt. Carver, the genial fleet 
commander, ls no longer supersti­
tious about No. 13 There were 
exactly 13 men on the job and luck 
was with 'em. Incidentally Capt. 
Carver brought home some inter­
esting snapshots of the job.
REGIONAL CONFERENCE HERE
Red Cross Delegates Will Meet At Community 
Building—Mrs. Ellingwood, Chairman
The regional conference of the 
American Red Cross for Maine will 
be held §ept. 28 at Community 
Building In the tower room with 
Mrs. William Ellingwood as chair­
man and Mrs. Kenneth Spear sec­
retary.
The conference is the high light 
ln the annual operating plan of the 
Red Cross with delegates coming 
from all over the district, expected 
to number at least 60.
These committees will be in 
charge of the various branches of 
activity in connection with the con­
ference :
Hospitality—Mrs. R. O. Elliot. 
Thomaston; Mrs. E. A. Robbins. 
Camden; Mrs. Carl Young, Ma­
tinicus; Mrs. H. H. Hupper. Mar­
tinsville; Mrs Lela Haskell, Union; 
Mrs. L F. Greenlaw, Vinal Haven; 
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds. Mrs. Eugene 
Stoddard, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. 
Maurice Lovejoy, Rev. E. O. Kenyon 
and Louis A. Walker. Rockland.
Programs—Mrs. William Elling­
wood. Mrs. Kenneth Spear. John M 
Richardson.
Luncheon—Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
Publicity—Miss Katherine Veazie, 
chairman. Mrs. Amy Albee Erskine. 
Damariscotta; Col. E. A. Robbins 
Camden; R. S. Sherman. John M 
Richardson
Registration—Mrs. David Beach. 
Mrs. B. E. Flanders, Mr.s. Louts A 
Walker, and Miss Jane Miller, 
Thomaston.
Exhibits—Mrs. D. L. McCarty and 
Mrs. W C. Ladd.
Decorations — Rockland Garden 
Club.
Markers—George J. Cumming
Parking—Elmer C. Davis, H. P. 
Blodgett. Eugene Stoddard.
Problems facing Red Cross Chap­
ters in all departments will be dis­
cussed at the conference with emi­
nent speakers to bring the messages 
All branches of the work, social, 
educational, practical nursing, pre­
natal instruction and disaster relief 
as well as organizational and finan- 
cil problems will be considered.
A pleasant feature of the confer­
ence will be a group visitation of 
historic Montpelier in Thomaston
New Buick Models
Local Dealers To Visit the 
Michigan Factories To 
Inspect Them
With the introduction of new
Buick models scheduled in the near 
future. C. W. Hopkins left for Flint. 
Mich., today to visit the Buick fac­
tories and take an advance look at 
the forthcoming line of cars.
The occasion, he said, is the an­
nual pre-announcement sales con­
vention of the nationwide Buick 
dealer organization being held in 
Flint. Sept. 15 to 22. at which the 
new cars are shown to the dealers 
for the first time and the 1939 sales 
program discussed.
He said that word from the fac­
tory indicates that an enlarged pro­
gram will be undertaken for 1939 
in view of the encouraging business 
outlook and the increased demand 
for automobiles which already is 
being felt.
“We have had a very satisfactory 
year with the 1938 models,'' Mr 
Hopkins said. "Buick ended ths 
model year in fourth place on a na­
tional basis and obtained a much 
bigger share of the total automobile 
business than last year.
“I believe that business now is 
definitely on the rise and that we 
are going into a year of further im­
provement. Indications are that ill 
lines of trade will show gains during 
the last quarter of this year and 
that all lines of trade will show 
gains during the last quarter of 
this year and that 1939 will see a 
good measure of recovery. Produc-
tlon and employment should be at 
substantially higher levels with 
beneficial results in every phase of 
retail and wholesale trade.
‘‘The outlook for Buick business 
in this area Is excellent. I am in­
formed that the new line of cars 
represents an even greater value 
than the 1938 car and that import­
ant improvements have been effect­
ed In design and engineering.”
Mr. Hopkins said that production 
of the 1939 Buicks is in full swing 
at the factories and that he expects 
to receive his first stocks of the new 
cars by the end of September.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SOME TIME AT EVE
Come time at eve. when the tide la low.
I shall slip my mooring and sail away 
With no response to the friendly hall
Of kindred eraft In the busy bay.
In the silent hush of the twilight pale.
When thc night stoops down to em­
brace the day.
And .the volc-s call In the water's flow —
Some time at eve. when the tide la 
low. •
I shall slip my mooring and sail away
Through the purpling shadows that 
darkly trail 
O'er the ebbing tide of the Unknown 
I Sea.
I shall fare me away, with a dip of sail 
And a ripple of waters to tell the tale
Of an lonely voyager, sailing away 
To the Mystic Isles, where at anchor 
lay
The craft of those who have sailed be­
fore
O'er the Unknown Sea to the Unseen 
Shore.
A few who have watched me sail away 
Will miss my craft from the busy bay:
Some friendly barks that were anchored 
near.
Some loving souls that my heart held 
dear.
In silent sorrow will drop a tear'—
But I shall have peacefully furled 
my sail
In moorings sheltered from storm or 
gale.
And greeted the friends who have 
sailed before 
O'er the Unknown Sea to the Unseen 
Shore.
—Lizzie Clark Hardy
Nine churches were furnishing 
homes for Christian worshippers 
when the Rockland City Directory 
of 1899-90 was published, three of 
them not now being in existence. 
The list follows: First Baptist, Rev. 
Robert W. Van Kirk pastor; Cedar 
Street Baptist; Freewill Baptist; 
Congregational. Rev. C. A. Moore, 
pastor; Pratt Memorial, M. E„ Rev. 
Fred E. White; Church of Imman­
uel; St. Peter's Episcopal. Rev. Rus­
sell Woodman, rector; Second Ad­
vent Church; St. Bernard’s, Rev. 
R. W. Phelan.
It's very easy to make a slip of 
the tongue or a slip of the pen. 
We all do it, and we ail like to have 
a little fun with the other fellow. 
The Courier-Gazette is still hearing 
from a recent news Item in which 
it was stated thftt the Ramsdell 
Company converted 1500 bushels of 
sardines into herring. A task like 
that would be akin to the state­
ment in the nursery rhymes—that 
all of the King's horses and all of 
the King's men could not put 
Humpty Dumpty together again. 
But the Ramsdells did convert 1500 
bushels of herring into mighty fine 
sardines.
Hot weather is trying for canines 
Just like It is human beings, and 
nobody knows it better than Kelly 
Crie’s Snip. But Snip has a good 
neighbor in the person of Charlie 
Cuthbertson, proprietor of the 
Moor drug store. On every hot day, 
at a given hour Snip appears in the 
drug store with a sort of a canine 
smile and a friendly wag of the 
tail. And then Mr. Cuthbertson 
knows what's wanted—a dip of ice 
cream, and It Is always forthcom­
ing. Cold days and wet days Snip 
remains aloof.
Yesterday morning brought back 
the welcome and familiar voice of 
Howell Culllnan. bringing the Her­
ald-Traveler News over Station 
WEEI. I don't know where "Cully” 
went on hts vacation, excepting that 
once more he failed to visit Rock­
land, where he has been invited 
several years. Cully’s absence from 
the “milk" only serves to show how 
much we miss him.
Tlie football season is on, and if 
I see any of the college games, as 
I hope to do, it will make my 33d 
consecutive season in the college 
stands. I am not saying this is a 
State record, but I wou'd like to 
know who has beaten it.
Tlie “Children's World” at the 
New York World's Fair 1939 may 
prove to be the most popular attrac­
tion in the 280-acre Amusement 
Zone for adults as well as young­
sters. Parents will be able to leave 
children In this miniature world 
with confidence that they will be 
under trained supervision and have 
everything their hearts desire. In 
view of the fact that many residents 
of Knox and neighboring counties 
will attend this great fair I shall 
print from time to time interesting 
items concerning it.
I do not profess to be well posted 
on the turbulent conditions across 
the w-ater, but it seems to me that 
Czechoslovakia is to meet the same 
fate that befell Ethiopia and Aus­
tria. sacrificed to increase the power 
of dictators. The attitude of Eng­
land and France is anything but 
heroic.
One year ago: Harry O. Gurdy 
was presented a loving cup by the 
Maine League of Loan & Build­
ing Associations in recognition of 
his long service in the League and 
his status as one of the two sur­
viving organizers—Rockland High 
defeated Skowhegan High 6 to 0. 
—Warren W. Ayers was elected 
president of the Lawrence Portland 
Cement Company to succeed the 
late Trank H Smith—The Bok 
prize game between St George and 
Camden was won by St George 9 
to 8.
After today’s Issue The Black Cat 
will have a vacation while the Rov­
ing Reporter tells you a little some­
thing about The Bear Mountain 
Bridge, the Storm King Highway 
and the new George Washington 
bridge. . .
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Behold the Lamb of God 
taketh away the sin of the world. 
John 1: 29.
Are Focused On Czechoslo­
vakia — Has National
Resources
In Six States
Primaries Being Held To­
day—Interest Is Keen In [ Europe 
Massachusetts
Czechoslovakia's continued place, 
"front-and center," In foreign news 
reports, focuses world attention on 
this little republic in the heart of
"Stretching some 600 miles, and 
tapering from a maximum width of, 
176 miles in the west to less than j 
45 miles in the east, the Republic 
of Czechoslovakia is a dry-land; 
island surrounded, in clockwise or-1 
der, by Germany, Poland, Romania, 
Hungary, and the late German ap­
pendage. Austria." says a bulletin, 
from the Washington. D. C„ head­
quarters of the National Geographic 
Society. "Soviet Russia lies less 
than a hundred miles away from 
the eastern tip of the Republic.
“Dam Athwart Central Europe"
"Czechoslovakia has been called
The candidates for four Senate 
and 87 House seats remain to be 
chosen at primaries and conventions 
in six States this month.
New York winds up the proces­
sion on the last days of the month.
At that time, Republican and Dem­
ocratic conventions will pick the 
candidates for two Senate setas.
Today, busiest of the remaining 
primary days, candidates for 84 of 
the House and two of the Senate 
seats will be chosen. National in- a .£jarn athwart cental Europe' and 
terest will center on the outcome of 
the renomination fight of Repre­
sentative John J. O'Connor of New 
York, one of the four Democrats
a ‘zone of contact between Germanic 
and Slav worlds.’ 'The geographi­
cal position of Bohemia,’ Austrian 
Chancellor Lutzow once observed, 
referring to the present Czechoslo-
marked by President Roosevelt for ; vaWan rpgtons q{ Bohemla ’Moravla
political extinction 
The other
and part of Silesia, 'supplies the 
three — Senators J ^ey t0 the history of that country '
George of Georgia Smith of South 
Carolina, and Tydings of Maryland, 
—came through victorious.
O'Connor, who drew the admini­
stration's fire when he led the suc­
cessful House fight against the re­
organization bill, is opposed by 
James H. Fay
Massachusetts, New Jersey and 
Wisconsin also hold their primaries 
today, the latter two selecting can­
didates for two* Senate seats, now 
held by Democrats, as well as fill­
ing their House slates.
Of the 84 House seats for which 
nominations will be made today, 
42 now are he Id by Democrats. 34 
by Republicans, seven by Progres­
sives. and one is vacant.
After the New York conventions, 
it will be Democrat against Repub- ’ 
lican until Nov. 8 when the voters 
will decide which of the parties shall 
rule the House of Representatives. 
There are not enough Senate seats 
at stake for the Republicans to take 
the mastery there away from the 
Democrats, even if they should win 
them all. and several of the Demo­
cratic Senators up for re-election 
are from the “solid South:’ Nor,
“‘Czechoslovakia, howev#. adds 
up to more than a strategic loca­
tion that has proved both a blessing 
and a curse. Her sturdy, hardwork­
ing citizens are backed by a trea­
sure chest of natural resources in 
timber, minerals and fertile soil, 
providing raw materials for dozens 
of industrfcs whose products are 
sold around the world.
“Climate and terrain Join here 
to produce one of Europe's richest 
forest land, thus supplying manv 
timber, paper, and cellulose com- 
| panies.
"Deposits of coal. iron, copper and
Here are two boys. 
One wears Gregory’s 
school clothes.
You can tell him a mile away by 
his style and his parents can tell 
you of their saving by coming 
here.
Saving a family money on their 
toys’ garments plus giving junior 
spaikling style sells many a men's 
garment for us . . . for what’s 
good for the gosling is good for 
the gander.
Right now . . . brilliant sweaters, 
stuidy knickers and jackets that 
zip are stealing the show that 
opens every morning at 9.
Our full line of
McGregor Sweaters
is complete 
See Our Windows
GREGORYS
FEWER than half of the people who died in the United States during 1937 owned life insurance, according to esti­
mates made public today by the National Committee for Life 
Insurance Education.
These believers in protecting the economic value of their 
lives left thelr thousands of depend­
ents a sum totalling 20 per cent 
more than aggregate factory pay­
rolls ot American automobile and 
automotive parts manufacturers 
last year.
Dependents of these life Insur­
ance owners, however, have not 
been guaranteed against losa of 
current earnings ot their bread 
winners for a lengthy period, as the 
average amount of Insurance per 
policy holder was only for $1,473.
"Despite the smallness of average 
Individual protection." declared the 
committee, “it is a tribute to the 
thrift and self-reliance of thousands 
of Americans who. by tradition,
' count no sacrifice too great lt 
i through lt they achieve security for 
their family.
I "In an attempt to accumulate 
capital sufficient to produce an In­
come adequate for the support of 
their dependents thousands turn to 
| life Insurance, which Is the only 
means known to accumulate a defl 
' nitely set sum of money if the sav­
er’s life is terminated before tbe 
savings goal has been reached.”
Deaths in the United States last 
year were estimated at 1.427,000.
People owning insurance policies, ln 
an endeavor to protect thelr loved 
| ones against thelr economic loss, 
aggregated 661,600 or 46.7 per cent 
of the number who passed on. The 
65..COO people who owned life in­
surance at the time ot their death 
carried 1.086.000 policies, an indlca 
tion of thelr belief that Hts. as wall
as property, has an economic value.
Payments to the thousands of 
beneficiaries qf the 651,600 policy 
owners who died during 1937 aggre­
gated $960,000,000 or an average of 
$1,473 per policy owner. This sum 
contrasts with $806,000,000. total 
factory payrolls of American auto- 
mobile and automotive parts mann- 
facturers, who had 617.000 factory 
employees last year.
The original face value ot the In­
surance owned by the <61.600 policy 
owners who died last year exceeded 
the $960,000,000 ot paymenls to 
beneficiaries, because some ot these 
policies had outstanding against 
them unpaid loan* which reduced 
their face value by that amount.
Although <51,600 deceased left 
thelr dependents $960,000,000 there 
were 765,400 people, or 64.3 per cent 
of the total who died in the United 
States during 1937 who left their 
dependents without one dollar ot 
insurance.
Total life Insurance In force at 
the end ot 19J7 ot $110,000,000,000. 
which Includes ordinary, industrial 
and group pollcle*, according to 
Life Insurance Sales Research Bu­
reau. was about four times greater 
than the $$7,000,000,000 ln force at 
the end ot 1917.
Approximately S20 Amsrlcans 
carry life Insurance policies amount­
ing to $1,009,900 or more.
A HUNDRED CHECKS
lor *100.6® each
BENEFICIARY
PROVIDE THESE LIFE INSURANCE CHECKS ON EITHER 
OF THE FOLLOWING LOW COST PLANS:
Parent-Teacher
Annual Meeting of the Con­
gress Will Be Held In 
Portland Oct. 4-5
I
TREMONT
The annual Parent-Teacher Con­
gress of Maine will take place Oct 
4-5 at the Eastland Hotel In Port­
land. with the theme The Group 
Grows Stronger Through Guidance.'' 
The president's address <Mrs Noe!
Gordon Richardson of Rockland 
called on Mrs. James Benson re­
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding 
spent 8unday in Rockland, guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask.
Miss Carrie Graham has returned 
to Wells, Maine, after spending the 
summer with Mr and mVs Shirley 
Kelley.
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Beal of 
Boston spent several days here
Budweis beers of Budejovice. Manu­
facturing iron, steel and machinery, 
lead are among Important mineral Plzen is also the site of the main
resources that help keep metallur- armament works of the giant Skoda 'q_ Little, president) Tuesday mom-
gical wheels tfimlng. and afford company, whose operations have i mg wm be on that subject, after
employment to hundreds of thou- helped to make Czechoslovakia one which there will be a talk "We Earn guests of Mrs. Leslie Rich. Mr. and
sands of men. Local supplies keep 1 of the best armed small countries our Living" by Everett L. Greaton, Mrs Kenneth Beal who have spent
hundreds of glass, porcelain and in the world. of Augusta, executive secretary of summer with Mrs. Rich re­
pottery factories busy. "In Brno, capital of Moravia, are j the Maine Development Commis- i turned to Boston with them. Other
"Home-grown farm products pour woven cotton, wool and rayon SjOn jjr Oreaton's talk will be in rec€nt guests at the Rich home are 
into agricultural plants, among fabrics worn from Seattle to Siam conjunction with an exhibit. In Rev and Mrs. A. H. Qraham of 
which are those devoted to thei "Zita—slightly off center geo-1 which he will be assisted by Car- Monmouth and Rev. and Mrs. Oscar 
Number One sugar industry, from graphically, but definitely on cen- ' roll T Berry, distinguished Wiscas- L- Olsen ot Castine, both former J
sugar-beets.
Co-operatives Help Small Farmer
"On more than a million and
for that matter, have Republican 
party chieftains expressed hope for 1919 broke up the big estates) near
ter ta the shoe industry—ls par- get artist, and Mrs John Winchell 
i ticularly significant to Americans of Brunswick, art chairman of the 
Maine CongTess. The exhibit will 
consist of beautiful handiwork,
in a j crafts, etc., created by Maine folk
For here is located the shoe factory
a of the Bata family, whose founder, 
half small farms Hand reforms in
a large enough shift to give the party 
control of the House.
It is Just a month since Mr. 
Roosevelt read to a press confer­
ence an editorial which
O'Connor one of the most effec­
tive obstructionists ta the House 
The Chief Executive gave a verbal 
endorsement to the sentiments of 
the editorial.
Right away, O'Connor issued a 
statement saying that he. like 
George of Georgia, accepted the 
challenge. O'Connor had served 
eight consecutive terms in the 
House He came there the same 
year that George went into the 
Senate. He is a brother of Basil 
O'Connor, a one time law partner 
of Mr. Roosevelt.
Thomas Bata, once worked
, , . . , . , . | Lynn, Mass, plant, returning to his I in homes and workshops. Mr. Berry
> ote nation s popu ation homeland to establish one of the will address the group Tuesday aft- 
raise the grata, potatoes, sugar. manufacturing marwIs of the 
fruit, poultry, and livestock neces- chlne age of hls works.
sary to feed themselves and factory I ZUn earned the tltle of home
called workers ta urban centers. L, the -Yankee, of Europe. In the_______________________
Modem methods are an out- Bata shoe works for example, res-; mentary Schools, Augusta, on "We 
standtag feature of farm life, es- teurants serve some 8.500 meals a Lay a Firm Foundation;'' Edward 
pec ally m the more developed cen- day. executive3 speak from their e Roderick. State Department of 
tral and western sections. Al- prlvat€ offlces workers in all ■ Education. "We Untie the Apron 
though visitors ta rural regions se< of the pIant by means of; strings Through Socialized Pro-
ernoon. with "Does Art Serve to 
Guide?" as his subject.
Other speakers of the day will be 
Miss Lou Buker, supervisor of Ele-
men and women working with 
scythes and primitive .ox-drawn 
plows, many Czech farms are 
equipped with up-to-date farm ma­
chinery. telephones, and even elec- 
trict lights for stables and cowsheds.
"For the small farmer, who can­
not afford expensive machines, co­
A Heavy Tax Load
What Is Revealed By Na­
tional Consumers* Tax 
Commission Survey
Rockland's tax burden, based cn 
the Maine per capita load of $67.11. 
ls $606,023. accordiig to a survey by 
the National Consumers' Tax Com­
mission.
Maine residents, the commission 
reported from its headquarters ta 
Chicago, contribute an estimated 
<53,514.184 ta taxes each year to lo­
cal. state and national governments. 
More than 63 percent of that 
amount, the report stated, is paid 
in hidden taxes ta increased prices 
on food, clothing, fuel, rent and 
other necessities, as well as on lux­
uries.
The commission's campaign by 
the women of the nation against 
taxes that "raid the family pocket­
book" is receiving great impetus by 
the militant support of hundreds of 
Maine housewives.
Plans to form units ta every city 
and town in New England have 
been announced through Mrs. Wil­
liam M. Greene, of Kennebunk, 
who represents her State on the 
commission's national committee.
"Residents of Rockland pay a 
major share of their tremendous 
tax load without realizing they are 
doing it," the report declared. "They 
pay heavy unseen levies through 
Increased prices on practically ev­
erything they buy. prices that have 
to be raised to cover taxes imposed 
on products from the producer to 
the store counter."
Andrew Rikila’s 
New Shoe Repairing Shop 
is at 299 Main St.
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
13Stf
microphones. To save time, whole 
rooms are built ta elevators; when 
an official wishes to go into con­
ference. he merely presses a button 
and rides with his staff to the de­
sired floor.
“From ore mined at Jachymov ta 
western Czechoslovakia came ra-
operatives have frequently proved dium laid in cancer treatment) that 
j served ta Madame Curie's famous 
, experiments. Moravska Ostrava is 
known as the ’Pittsburgh of Czecho­
slovakia.’ Bratislava holds the
the answer.
Inherited Industrialism
"One of Europe's most highly in­
dustrialized nations. Czechoslovakia, 
after the World War. inherited 
many factories from the old Austro- 
Hungarian Monarchy. Her present 
industrial west, including much of 
the Districts of Bohemia. Moravia, 
and Silesia, was once part of Aus­
tria Slovakia, largely agricultural, Eur°F*-
Nobel dynamite works.
"Even in the outskirts of the an­
cient capital of Praha (Prague) 
factory motors hum the industrial 
symphony; for here Is one of the 
largest machine plants of central 
Printing capital of the
as well as the still undeveloped far- I country as weH- Praha also produced 
eastern district of Ruthenia, were the P°Pular play ’R.U.R.' by Karel 
under Hungarian rule for 1.000 CaPek which gave the World the 
now familiar word, ‘robot.’ from 
the Czech robota, ‘to work without 
pay.’ ”
years.
"From Germany, by the Versailles 
Treaty of 1919. the young republic 
gained only one small Silesian sec­
tion of 110 square miles. Teutonic I 
influence, however, both in popula­
tion along the western borders and 
in certain outlook and customs, is 
strong ta the Industrial west. Back j 
In the 12th century German set­
tlers. workers and traders moved 
Into these regions, joining the an­
cestors of Czechs and Slovaks who 
had been ta the border mountains 
for hundreds of years. Later be­
coming artisans and manufacturers, 
the Germans thus added their 
share to problems and profit of 
Czechoslovakia’s modern mass pro­
duction, especially ta the fields cf 
leather, paint, soap, and glass mak­
ing.
"Today ta 'the entire country 
there is an estimated total of near­
ly 11.000 factories, turning out goods 
that range from beads to monitions, 
from beer and textiles to automo­
biles. furniture, shoes, and chemi­
cals.
Products from Unpronounceable 
Places
“Although their names may be 
hard for Western tongfies to pro­
nounce, from certain cities of 
Czechoslovakia have come goods 
known around the globe.
"Associated with warm weather 
and pretzels is that light beer from 
Plzen, or Pilsen, not far from the 
German frontier; as well as the
Bill Viles Winner
Local Golf Fans Made Good
Showing In the Augusta
Tournament
Bill Viles, popular president of 
the Maine State Golf Association, 
stroked his way to a fine 70, one 
under par, to win the Hi Ricker 
Memorial tournament over hls 
home course, that of the Augusta 
Country Club. Saturday.
IThe tournament, played under 
perfect conditions, wound up the 
Maine tournament season ta a blaze 
of glory. It drew 145 players. 29 
professionals a"d 116 ameteurs. 
making it one of the largest one-day 
tournaments ta Maine golf history. 
The only events that ever have ap­
proached it ta numbers, have been 
the Patriot's Day events at Bruns­
wick.
Under the classification of profes­
sionals are these entries: Jim Flan­
agan. Megunticook Club, 76; Chet 
Taylor. Knox Club. 78; Homer E. 
Robinson, Knox Club, 91-14-77.
Amateurs, Class A, 0-14. Art 
Flanagan. Knox Club. 77-5-72.
Class B. 15-24. William Glendcn- 
ning. Knox Club. 90-15-75; A. C. 
MoLoon, Knox Club, 104-24-80,
grams;" Warren S. Freeman, Direc­
tor of Music Education, of Massa­
chusetts, "What of Music?"; S. 
Hcward Evans. Secretary National 
Commission on Education by Radio, 
“We Look to the Radio for Help;" 
Ruth De Forest Lamb, of Washing­
ton. D C.. chief educational officer 
of the U S. Food and Drug Admin­
istration. "The Federal Government 
Stands by."
Much interest centers in Miss 
Lamb's appearance, as she ls au­
thor of the widely read book 
"American Chamber of Horrors." 
Miss Lamb's latest book is due 
from the press this winter, bearing 
the title "The Devil's Candle.”
Wednesday morning, Oct. 5, the 
general subject will be “The Group 
Looks at the State Needs." Dr. 
Doris A. Murray of the Children's 
Bureau. U. S. Department of Labor 
will speak on "Better Material and 
Infant Care." Mrs. Haven Sawyer 
of Bangor, legislation chairman of 
Maine PT.A. Congress, will speak 
on legislative matters such as lend­
ing a hand for the physically handi­
capped. education, wise legislation, 
etc.
pastors here. Mr. Graham 
preached an inspiring sermon at 
the Tremont Church Sunday morn­
ing.
Mr and Mrs Shirley Kelley and 
daughter Barbara are spending a 
few days ln Oakland.
Mrs Rena Robinson. Mrs. Eva 
Benson. Mrs. Lida Smith. Mrs. 
Leona Sawyer and Curtis Robinson 
spent Saturday ln Boston.
Mrs. Viola Mitchell of Southwest 
Harbor is spending a few days with 
Mrs. James Benson.
Harvey Kelley has returned to 
Islesford to teach again this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Barlow were 
dinner guests of Mr and Mrs. Shir­
ley Kelley. Mr. Barlow is a teacher 
at the Southwest Harbor High 
School.
The Cranberry in Early Time*
The cranberry which is native to 
the northeastern United States was 
first cultivated at North Dennis. 
Mass., between 1810 and 1820; but 
lt was not until about 1850 that 
enough experience was accumu­
lated to grow this crop commer­
cially.
Each Other—One Another 
Each other refers to one pair of
persons or things only; one another 
to any quantity. "Husband and wife 
loved each other dearly”—"Helping 
one another over the high wall, six 
convicts escaped from the prison.”
Barkless Dogs
Basenjts, barkless dogs from 
Central Africa, do not bark and 
arch their backs like cats when they 
aro angry.
Old Wedding Rings
Old-style wedding rings, called 
gimmel rings, were rings which 
were really two rings linked togeth­
er.
Commercial Punk
The commejcial punk of German 
tinder, used by fireworks manufac­
turers, is prepared from certain fun­
gi growing on forest trees.
MODIFIED WHOLE LIFE “THREE” MODIFIED WHOLE LIFE “FIVE”
Insuring
Ag«
Annual Premium
First After
S years third year
Insuring
Ago
Annual Premium
First After
5 years fifth year
20 $112.42 $132.30 20 $ 80.83 $161.66
85 •1*9.46 152.26 25 91.39 182.78
so 151.<0 # 177.90 SO 104.44 208.88
35 180.03 211.80 35 1*3.16 246.32
40 *18.54 857.14 40 148.18 296.36
45 269.56 317.12 45 182.16 364.32
50 337.00 396.45 50 228.21 456.42
Dividends may be applied Dividends may be applied
to reduce premiums * to reduce premiums
ALSO ISSUED FOR OTHER AMOUNTS AND INCOME PERIODS.
GET THE FIGURES TO FIT YOUR CASE. ,
Consult Agent, jhonc local office, or write to tlie Cdmpany
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD 
President
Mrs. B B Reed of Rockland, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed and little 
daughter of Owl's Head were week­
end guests of Mrs. Reta M. Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Smith en-•
tertained a party of Rockland 
friends one day last week, the guests 
were Mrs Thelma Stanley. Mrs. Ida 
Simmons, Mrs. Edith Tweedie, Mrs 
Esther Dolliver. Mrs. Minnie Cross,
^ratlenlial
Thtsurattre (Company of Autprira
£lll
Home Office 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Mrs. Lelia Worey, Mrs. Mae Greg­
ory’, Mi&s Alice Cross. Parker Wor­
rey and Gordon Richardson. Mis. 
Rena Robinson of Bernard was also 
one of the party.
School has begun at Bernard 
with Bernard Johnson teaching the 
grammar and Mrs. Roger Rich, the 
primary. This Is Mr. Johnson's 
10th year here.
«-+4+*+«+++++++*4”{-++*+*+l’
Time To Have Your
Winter Garments 
Cleaned and Pressed
(t
AT
LAMB’S
Specialists in Cleaning
Velvet Dresses - Suede Coats 
Drapes - Curtains - Blankets 
Suits - Coats
Phone 69 301 Main St., Rockland
112-lt
RYTEX
CINEMA
Printed Stationery
You'll go "cinematic" when you 
use RYTEX CINEMA Printed 
Stationery . . . the favorite sta­
tionery of the actors, actresses, 
producers, writers and social 
leaden.
You'll like ils “hand made” 
appearance ... its deckled sheets 
and envelopes ... its smooth 
writing surface ... its low price.
September Only
100 SHEETS 
100 ENVELOPES
$1.00
Postage 15c Extra
Printed with your Name and 
Address qn Sheets and Envelopes 
. . . Blue, Black, Brown or Red 
Ink. Delightfully smart rotors 
of paper . . . Studio brown . . . 
Camera blue . . . Film grey.
For home or school, or for 
gifts. Oil sale for September 
Only!
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A Boston paper says that ex-Gov. j 
Brann will open law offices in Bos-i 
ton.
Schooner Anna Sophia of New 
York ls at South Railway having a 
new keel installed.
WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY 
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
'^SEPTEMBER*938
SUN MON TUES WED THU FR) SAI
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1112 13 14 15 16 17
1819 20 21 22 23 24
2526 27 28 29 30 -rx.
TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR 
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Sep! 22—Waldoboro—Parent-Teacher 
Association meets at High School build­
ing.
Sept. 24—Daylight Saving encta.
Sept. 27 -Camden Hugo Brandt Co., 
melody song and atory at Opera House
Sept 28—Regional Conference of Red 
Cross at Community Building.
Sept 30 —(3 to 8 30)— Educational 
Club picnic at residence of Franz M 
Simmons, 98 Pleasant street.
Oct. 3—Warren—Women's Missionary 
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As­
sociation at the Baptist Church.
Oct 5—South Warren— Fair at Good­
will Orange
Oct. 7—Annual bazaar at Pleasant 
Valley Grange
Oct 11—Fire dopartment ball at Com­
munity Building
Oct. ll—Knox County Teacher con­
vention In Rockland.
Oct 20—Baptist Men’s League holds 
Its first meeting of the season.
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMC A. Min­
strels at Opera House.
Miss Margaret Osier has entered 
Knox Hospital for training.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary meets 
tomorrow night with picnic supper
The USB, Jouett will be 
launched at the Bath Iron Works 
next Saturday.
Miss Ruth Ward of The Courier- 
Gazette front office staff, is having 
a week"s vacation, part of which 
is being spent in Attleboro, Mass.
Browne Club will resume activi­
ties with its first fall meeting Fri­
day night at the home of Mrs, 
Helen D. Perry. 64 Mechanic street.
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop­
ment Commission is looking after 
Maine interests at the Eastern 
States Exposition in Springfield. 
Mass.
A meeting of the Rockland Zone 
of the Maine 'Association of Opto­
metrists will be held in the offices 
of Bradford Burgess, chairman, 393 
Main street Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
Rockledge Inn at Spruce Head 
closed Sunday night after the best 
season in the history of that popu­
lar institution. The roomers and 
boarders outnumbered those of for­
mer seasons, while the improved 
highway has been one of the rea­
sons why there has also been an 
increase in transients. Mr. and 
Mrs. Thomas Maker will occupy 
the adjoining cottage during the 
winter and have well earned a long 
rest. Mr. and Mrs. Leland Drink­
water will spfend the winter in 
Rockland.
Matinees Every Day at 2.30 
Evenings at 7 and 9
TUESDAY ONLY, SEPT. 30 
PAT O’BRIEN
DICK POWELL 
DICK FORAN
PRISCILLA LANE 
ir.
“COWBOY FROM
BROOKLYN”
WED.-TIICRS., SEPT. 21-22 
VICTOR McLAGLEN
GRACIE FIELDS
BRIAN DONLEVY
in
“WE’RE GOING
TO BE RICH”
For many weeks in the 
“Current A Choice" Column of 
Time Magazine . . .
Note: Beginning Sunday, Sept. 
25, with the showing of “Strange 
Boarders” all shows will be 
scheduled on Standard Time. 
Matinees will be 2.30 every da.v 
and evenings at 7 and 9 as before. 
The only change being from Day­
light t-a Standard Time.
Major Vernon W. Hall, the new 
CAC instruction officer, has apart­
ments at the Bacolauriette.
Knox and Lincoln Past Noble 
Grands Association 'will meet Wed­
nesday at Round Pond, supper to 
be furnished by Vesper Lodge.
Stanley Gay. who has been teach 
ing grammar school in South Thom­
aston is now teaching at La Grange. 
He is a graduate of Gorham Nor­
mal.
Townsend clubs of Second Maine 
Congressional District will have an 
old fashioned torchlight parade at 
Skowhegan, home town of Congress­
man Clyde H. Smith, Thursday. 
There will be three bands including 
the Gardiner Townsend Youth Band 
which will head the Kennebec 
County Townsend Clubs. Noise mak­
ers of all kinds Including wash tubs 
and circular saws will be used. Bach ' 
club will take its own torches, flags 
and banners. Congressman Smith, 
Congressman Brewster and Con­
gressman Oliver are invited to speak 
at the rally which takes place at the 
conclusion of the parade. Sympa­
thizers of the Townsend Plan are 
Invited to march in the parade.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will 
meet Thursday for a social after­
noon. Circle supper will be served 
at 6 o’clock. Those not solicited will 
take sweets. The business meeting 
will be at 7.30.
Louis A. Walker's son-in-law, 
Thomas J. Sweeney of Thomaston 
has foresworn the sea and will be 
associated with him in the insur­
ance business. Mr. Sweeney was 
third mate on the Mallory Line.
CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rivers with 
their four children of Brighton, 
Mass., returned to their home Mon­
day after a week's vacation spent 
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon 
Ames and other relatives in this 
and other towns. His father D. T. 
Rivers and wife and other friends 
who came Saturday to attend the 
services for F. L. Maloney, returned 
Sunday night.
_____ | William Beverly, Donald Crute
Unless the National League race 'and Beverl>' are clearing blue- 
ends In a tie the 1938 World Series berry 'an<^ f°r Miss Alice Smith, 
will open Wednesday, Oct. 5 with South Waldoboro.
the first game scheduled at the William Moody and Mrs. Alice 
home of the National League oham- Heyer of Nobleboro were at B. S. 
pions. The third, fourth, and fifth !Geyer's Sunday, Mrs. Heyer at- 
games will be played in the Yankee tendin« the funeral of her brother
Stadium with the sixth and seventh 
if necessary, returning to the Na.
F. L. Maloney.
Mrs. Vivian Miller is at Knox Hos-
tional League city. The games will i ')itai for observation,
begin at 1.30 p. im., ES T., unless a ’ 
Sunday game is played in New 
York, in which event the game will 
start at 2 p. m. ES.T.
Among new students registering 
at Westbrook Junior College are 
noted: Dorothy Julia Lord of Cam­
den; Madeline O. Philbrick of 
Rockland.
Next Saturday's game at Com­
munity Park will see Rockland High 
and Hallowell High locking horns. 
Matheson would like to make it 
two straight.
Louis A. Walker, president of the 
Rockland Rotary Club, will be guest 
speaker this noon at the meeting of 
the Camden club. He will discuss 
Rotary Organization.
Arthur Payne who has been head 
post at the Maine Central Station 
since the opening of the summer 
season, has returned to Brunswick 
and resumed his studies in the High 
School.
Fred E. Achorn now vested with 
the office of deputy marshal be­
gan his duties last night. Also on 
night duty are Patrolmen Philbrook, 
Ingraham and Sukeforth. The 
day force comprises Patrolmen 
Christofferson and Chaples.
Mrs. Evelyn Hix will be guest 
speaker at the Lions Club luncheon 
Wednesday noon. In the course of 
her numerous travels Mrs. Hix has 
recently visited the land of the 
Midnight Sun and that will be the 
alluring subject of her address to­
morrow. It is hoped that so far as 
possible the members will have 
guests.
For home or school . . . Rytex 
Cinema Printed Stationery . . Sep­
tember only ... 100 Deckled Sheets 
and 100 Deckled Envelopes . . $1 
with Name and Address on Sheets 
and Envelopes. Postage 15 cents 
extra. Crafty “hand made’’ paper 
in Camera Blue, Film Grey or 
Studio Brown. Buy now for your 
own use and for gifts at The Cou­
rier-Gazette.—adv. 113*115
The weather was "agin em" but 
the Rockland and Belfast bands ex­
tracted lots of pleasure out of their 
Sunday outing, which began with 
a shore dinner at Rockledge Inn. 
Spruce Head. A visit to the White 
Head Coast Guard Station had been 
planned, but alter enclosing one 
of those Rockledge dinners there 
wasn't a band man who did not feel 
like sitting in one of those comfort­
able piazza chairs and watch the 
world go by. Instead however, the 
joint band played five lively selec­
tions to the great satisfaction of 
the hotel staff, its guests and others 
in the neighborhood. Returning to 
Rockland the two bands had a joint 
rehearsal in the band hall, and 
then attended Strand Theatre, 
through the compliments of Mana­
ger Dandeneau.
The Maine League of Loan and 
Building Associations will hold its 
annual convention at the Belmont 
Hotel, Bar Harbor Saturday, starting 
at 1.30, daylight time, ending with 
a banquet at 6.30. On thc program 
will be Thomas W. Atkins of Chi­
cago. representing the United 
States Building and Loan League: 
Walter H. Neaves, president of the 
Federated Home Loan Bank of Bos­
ton; John McGee, manager Federal 
Housing Administration in Maine; 
Herbert N. Faulkner of the Federal 
Home Loan Bank of Boston; Judge 
Lauren M. Sanborn, Thomas A. 
Sanders and Mrs. Isabelle K. Hayes 
of Portland; Mrs. Evelyn R. Mc­
Kusic of Rockland, and Lee Moss of 
Cape Elizabeth. At the banquet. Dr. 
Clarence C. Little, former president 
of the University of Maine, will be 
the principal speaker. The presi­
dent of the League is Paul D. Tapley 
of Ellsworth.
Beano party Wednesday night by 
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary. corner 
Main and Water streets at 8 o'clock. 
—adv. 112-113
Tlie City Schools opened yester­
day and tire attendance figures 
show they have lost none of their 
popularity through the long vaca­
tion. Here are the statistics, as 
furnished from headquarters: High 
School, 450; Junior High School, 
310; McLain, 403; Purchase street, 
223; Tyler, 248; Grace street, 70; 
Camden street. 47; Crescent street, 
44; Highland, 26; Benner Hill, 22. 
The Domestic Science room has 
been equipped with new electric 
stoves and electric refrigerator by 
Central Maine Power Company at 
no cost to city.
Mrs. L^na K Sargent returned to 
Portland recently from Asbury 
Park. N. J., where she conducted a 
round table discussion in connection 
with a reception and opening of the 
exhibition of Egyptian paintings by 
her daughter, Mrs. Newton Strick­
land (Virginia Sargent) at the 
Berkeley-Cartaret Hotel. Mrs. 
Strickland who paints under the 
name of V. Perry Sargent, showed 
27 inspirational paintings inter­
preting Egyptian history, on which 
she has worked six years, doing all 
her work in Maine. Although she 
has had no instruction in art. and 
has little knowledge of Egyptian 
history, according to Dr. Strath- 
Gordon. Egyptologist and scientist, 
she has duplicated the hieroglyphics 
and symbolism found in the tombs 
and monuments of Egypt. Mrs. 
Strickland uses oil wash, working 
with a great variety of reds and 
oranges, suggestive of desert tones. 
She recently completed her largest 
picture, four feet by six feet entitled 
“Wise Princess."
Dr. Jchn Smith Lowe, pastor of 
the Universalist Church, paid an 
eloquent tribute in hls service Sun­
day morning to Chester O. Wyllie, 
who was making his final appear­
ance as tenor of the Vested Quartet. 
It was fitting that all members of 
the quartet who sang together for 
many years were together for the 
occasion, Mrs. Gladys S. Heistad of 
Rockport, contralto, substituting for 
Mrs. Lowe called to New York by 
the death of her mother. Mrs. 
Heistad who recently resigned from 
the quartet began her services with 
that organization about the same 
time as Mr. Wyllie, in 1920. By re­
quest Mr. Wyllie sang as a solo 
“Spirit of God" and as his beauti­
ful voice rang out as if inspired, the 
loss the church incurs by his resig­
nation was impressed anew upon 
his hearers. At the close of the 
service the churoh people gathered 
to express their regrets—regrets 
mingled with good wishes for all his 
future undertakings. Mr. Wyllie's 
resignation was tendered due to 
duties in his own church at Warren 
calling for more careful attention 
from him.
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday 
night with Priscilla Smith presid­
ing. Mrs. Lizzie French, secretary 
was welcomed back after an absence 
of several weeks. Mrs. Maude 
Cables made a report on the last 
beano party and plans were made to 
hold another in the near future, 
with Mrs. Smith in charge. A vote 
was taken to visit with Irene Wins­
low Oct. 4 at her home in Freedom. 
Suppers will be resumed in Octo­
ber. Maude Cable to be hostess. 
Eliza Plummer, patriotic instructor
read interesting articles appearing 
in the latest OAR. Journal. Other 11 
members furnished numbers for en 
tertainment.
It takes a good deal to fease Fred 
Achorn, but when that popular po­
lice official went to the station last 
night to enter upon his duties as 
deputy marshal he certainjy was not 
prepared for the decorations which 
had been arranged in his honor 
In addition to the floral display, 
there were many cartoons and 
legends, the significance of which 
was well understood by the habitues 
of the marshal's office—to say 
nothing of the two pound badge 
presented by Marshal Fish. Ac­
customed to heckling, and rather 
a past master at it, himself, Fred 
accepted the situation with a broad 
smile, and knew that the congratu­
lations behind It came from the 
heart.
DENTAL NOTICE 
or the present make appointments
for Tuesdays and Fridays 
TeL 415-W
DR. J. H. DAMON, DENTIST 
Over Newberry’s
100-101Ttf
BURN
Wallace—At Waldoboro. Sept. 1*5. .to 
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Wallace, a son
Heistad—At Augusta. Sept. 16. to Mr. 
and Mrs. Trygve Heistad. a daughter— 
Anne Marie.
MARRIED
Nichols-Tower—At Portsmouth. N. 
H, Sept. 10. Kenneth Nichols of North 
Brooksville and Hartford, Conn. and 
Miss Mina E. Tower of North Adams. 
Mass., and Hartford.
Wood-Simmons—At Rockland. Sept 
17. by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Lawrence 
P. Wood of North Waterford and Evelyn 
M. Simmons of Rockland
Everythin? irom soup io nuu
The atoraach should digest two 22
dklly. When you eat heavy. grea*jr. coane or nen 
f.toda or when you are nervoua. hurried or chew iSrtr-mur pour. out too much fluid.
new take •
Rift bilci*
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless., ttllwe 
distress In 5 minutes and put you hack on your 
feet, ltellaf la so quirk lt la amaxtng and otto 250 
package proves It. Aik for Bell-ana for Indigestion.
5!
BURPEES
MORTICIANS 
Ambulance Service 
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND 
-Wt
DIED
Thorndike—At Medford.. Mass, Sept. 
16. Ralph W. E. Thorndike, formerly 
of Rookland.
Burgess—At North Haven, Sept. 19, 
Mrs. Zenas Burgess.
Tolman—At West Rockport. Sept. 18. 
Ernest A. Tolman. aged 69 years, 5 
months, 15 days.
CARD OF THANKS
To all those who assisted us In any 
way during the Illness and death of 
our wife and sister, also for the beau­
tiful flowers and other kindnesses 
shown us after her demise we extend 
grateful thanks
Harry Young, George Cooley.
Cushing.
Ambulance Service
•
RUSSELL 
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662 
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf
Dr. Benson is in Boston on busi­
ness.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey has returned 
from a visit at Port Clyde.
Mrs. Maude (Hart) Davis of Vinal 
Haven is a guest at W. G. Maloney'3 
Fred Maloney Jr., and wife of Brigh­
ton. Mass., who were called here by 
the death of his father, Capt. F. L 
Maloney, returned to Brighton, 
Sunday night.
William Salllnen has wired Ever­
ett Davis' house for electricity.
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders of Read­
ing, Mass., are guests of her mother 
Mrs. Mary Morse and H. O. Mors? 
and wife.
Road Commissioner A. H. Young 
and a crew of men are making im­
provements on the cross road which
Gwendolyn Stlmpson, Doris Davis,
Jacquelin Rowell, Dorothy Mont­
gomery, Thelma Wales, and others 
have entered the Thomaston high 
John Egerton and Harold Goss J 
of New York are at the Egerton 
farm for their annual vacation after 
a trip to Gaspe Peninsula.
Granville Osier, daughters Phyi- j 
Its. Madeline and Helen of Damarts- ' 
cotta were in town Sunday to at­
tend services for F. L. Maloney as I 
was Ernest Maloney of Port Clyde } 
and many others either relatives or j 
friends of that family, including | 
Frazier Feyler, son Carl and wife of 
Thomaston, Kenneth Feyler and; 
Wife of Rockland.
,Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Holder went 
to Boston, Saturday to spend a few j 
days with their sons Walter and 
Ralph and daughter Mrs. Fred' 
Tonks in commemoration of their 
50th wedding anniversary Sept 19.
J. J. Fales is still confined to his 
home by lameness.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames are to 
soon move to his mother's home,
Children of the Loyal Temperance 
Legion, under direction of Mtss 
Mabel Seavey. entertained members 
of the W.C.T.U. and friends at thc 
Littlefield Baplst Church Fridaj which he now owns and his daugh- 
afternoon with this program: Sino Mrs. Gladys Cushman and hus-
ing. Temperance Soldiers; ston 
Mrs. Grey Bunny's Children,'' read 
by Miss Bragg; salute to the Tem­
perance Flag; pledge; song, Join 
the L.Ti..; recitation, "Check Your 
Brain Sir," by Olive Wiggin; song, 
by L. T. L. members; recitation. 
“Fresh Air," by William Bragg. Jr ; 
playlet—Truth and Light—Children 
of Palestine: Dorothy Pettee and 
Doris Grey; Children of United 
States: Charlotte Munro, Do-I.s 
Munro and Gertrude Nye; Children 
of France: Leverne Patterson and 
Laura Munro; Children of Italy: 
Glenice Munro. Remarks by Mrs. 
Clara Emery, president of the 
W.C.T.U. in which she commended 
the fine work of Miss Mabel Seavey, 
as shown in the exercises by the 
children, also stated that a definite 
call is being made for some person 
who would be willing to give a little 
time and effort In order that a 
large group of children from 6 to 
12 years might be organized in a 
central L.TL and this fine charac­
ter building program continued 
through the year. Refreshment 
were served by Mrs. Marstaller. as­
sisted by Mrs. Jessie Ulmer and a 
social time enjoyed.
For tree work call Albert Quinn. 
Unlimited license (every type tree 
work, trees taken down). Graduate 
j tree surgeon. Tel. 365-J; from 5 to 7 
I p. m. or stormy days, Tel. 741-W. 
—adv.
MICKIE SAYS
band, now occupying Oeyer's camp 
are to move to the R. O., Elliot place 
which Mr. Ames and family now - 
occupy.
• • • •
Capt, Fred L. Maloney
Capt. Fred Maloney, aged 80 years 
eldest son of the late Capt Eli and 
Carolyn (Mank) Maloney died Wed­
nesday morning at his home, having 
practically lived all of the years of 
hls life in this town. He had been 
in failing health for some years and 
deprived of a great deal of his sight, 
caused him to cease his usual activi­
ties. Besides his widow, Mrs. Liz­
zie (Thompson) Maloney he leaves 
eight of the nine children born to 
them, who are Mrs. George Robbins, 
Port Cyde. Mrs. Jennie Simmons, 
Friendship. Mrs. Clifford Shuman, 
Medomak. Fred Jr., Brighton, Mass, 
Mrs. Fred Geyer. Mrs. Fred Killer­
an. Edward K. Maloney, and Mell- 
ville Maloney of this town, 13 grand 
children as well as great grandchild­
ren, four sisters, Mrs. Sarah Seavey, 
Mrs. B. 8. Geyer of this town, Mrs. 
Alice Heyer. Waldoboro. Miss Ella 
Maloney of Port Clyde and Port­
land. three brothers, John Maloney 
of Thomaston. Willie G. Maloney 
and Eli Maloney of this town.
Services were conducted Sunday 
by Rev. Mr. Lewis of Friendship at 
the home, Hathorne’s Point. Thc 
bearers were D. T. Rivers, Thomas 
Rivers, Irving Fales and Elmus
'113*lt Savon. Interment was in the family 
lot. Olson's cemetery, amid a pro­
fusion of floral tributes, such as 
seldom seen at a country funeral.
SOME REAPERS SAY OUR.
V/AWT ADS ARE THE BEST
READIWG IH TH' PAPER-, 
BECjUX they offer, so
AAAMV OPPORTUNITIES
OUR, WAUT ADS ARE 
SMAIL, BUT THEY 
GOT*' l
Doc, I bought these teeth at a bargain
but I want you to put them in!
IMAGINE the amazement of your dentist if 
you wfnt to him with a set of "store teeth” 
you purchased at a bargain and asked him to 
fit them in your mouth.
Your dentist knows that your health, com­
fort and well-being depend upon his ability to 
select teeth which will exactly meet your in­
dividual requirements—perfect matching of 
the teeth to assure a natural appearance and 
expert fitting to afford satisfactory service for 
many years.
Neither good teeth nor good plumbing can 
be purchased economically "over the coun­
ter”. Plumbing fixtures too, must be of assured 
quality, carefully selected to meet your re­
quirements, harmoniously matched to enhance 
the appearance of your home and installed by 
experienced hands to assure health protection, 
satisfactorysservice and real economy.
Good plumbing is vital to the health of 
your family for it means the delivery of pure 
water and the safe removal of dangerous waste
matter. It can mean much more than the good 
health of your family alone, because water 
contamination can endanger the health of an 
entire community. Good plumbing is so vital 
that you should be sure that your present 
plumbing is good.
Entrust your plumbing only to Master 
Plumbers. They have the knowledge, skill and 
experience necessary to assure safe, healthful, 
economical plumbing. Buy your fixtures from 
them. Place upon them the entire responsibil­
ity, as you would upon your dentist.
Your Master Plumber can recommend the 
"^lattdard" Plumbing Fixtures best suited 
for your requirements, help you plan a new 
bathroom, powder room or kitchen, and ar­
range the financing on low F.H.A. terms. And 
remember, "^lattdard'' Plumbing Fixtures, 
sold through Master Plumbers, cost no more 
than others.
'tu,.
PretiJenlk _ jr*
kStatidard Saritaru ‘IPfa. Co.
5
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Diviuoi./ American Radiator t Stanparp Sanitary CQRCQRATION
F Copyright September. IMM. Standard San I Ury Mfff. Co,
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Addition To Prison
Seventy-Two New Cells 
Planned — A P. W. A. 
Grant Is Sought
Construction of an addition to the
Main? State prison in Thomaston 
to provide 72 new cells at an esti- 
i mated cost of $100 000 is planned 
according to Dr. H. C. Hanscom, 
state institutional director.
Dr. Hanscom said the additional 
cells were very necessary to relieve 
what he said w|as a crowded con­
dition at the prison where approxi­
mately 350 prisoners are housed at 
present.
Acting under authority from Gov­
ernor LewLs O. Barrows and tlie 
Executive Council, D. Hanscom said 
he would make application to th? 
federal government for a PWA grant 
of 45 percent of the estimated cost 
of ths proposed project.
He said the cell unit addition 
would be attached to the main 
prison building nt a point to be de­
cided upon later.
Two years ago, he said. 52 cells 
were added to the prison without 
constructing an addition.
Mrs. Maude (Cooley) Young 
Maude (Cooley) Young, was born 
in Providence. R. I, July 3, 1890. 
daughter of the late Vistor and 
Susan (Johnson) Cooley. She was 
educated at Quincy, Mass, where 
she lived from her early teens with 
Mrs. Edna Warren and her husband 
now deceased, and worked as typist 
at the Walworth Co, then of East 
Boston, now of New York, until her 
marriage to Harry Young of this 
town, on Aug. IS, 1915 in Dorches­
ter, Mass, where they resided for 
a few years before moving to this 
his native town. Ill health seemed 
to be her lot for many years, suffer­
ing much and long, with the great­
est of fortitude. She died Sept. 4
and leaves besides her husand, a 
brother. George Cooley, who both 
administered to her every desire. 
Services were held at the M. E. 
Church Sept. 7, Rev. Mr. Lewis of 
Friendship officiating. The floral 
offerings werc many and beautiful, 
the bearers Irving Fales, Frank 
j Crute, Albert Orff and Clarence 
Wales. Interment in Norton ceme­
tery.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
NEWLY furnished apartment. In­
quire 19 WILLOW ST, Tel. 1248-W
113*115
APARTMENT completi'.y turn 
garage lights, water. $16 month 
CAMDEN ST. 1
Can You Pick the Living Figure?
———————————— Photo Leipzig Pair
Prize Winning Dolls.
IN this charming nursery group each figure seems to be very much 
alive. Every one at tbe little tea 
party enters thoroughly into the 
spirit of tbe occasion. It is bard to 
believe tbat, with a single exception, 
these lifelike figures are dolls. So 
natural are the poses in every de­
tail and tne expressions of the faces 
thnt there will be considerable dlf- 
ierence of opinion as to which one 
Is really alive.
A group of the same family of 
dolls received the Grand Prix at tbe 
Paris Exposition. These little fig­
ures are the most appealing and life­
like dolls in tbe world. One secret 
of thelr charm Is that thelr creator, 
Kate Kruse modelled all ot them 
fiom her own children.
Each of these amazing little fig­
ures ls built up on an articulated 
steel skeleton which makes it possi­
ble for them to take a great variety 
of lifelike attitudes and bold them. 
They are made with many folds of 
cloth so that they are soft and 
yielding to the touch. Children 
everywhere flnd them very comfort­
able and sympathetic companions. 
The dolls have for years been a fea­
ture of the Leipzig Fair, which in­
cludes the largest and most varied 
display of toys In the world. Imagine 
600 toy shops in one group. The dolls 
and toys for the Christmas trade are 
made months ln advance. At tho 
Spring session of the Leipzig Fair, 
held from March 5th-14th, the new 
dolts and toys are displayed which 
will flnd thelr way into the play­
rooms ln many lands.
NEW LOW PRICES ON
PYREX
30% TO 50% SAVINGS
On 36 Popular Pyrex Dishes
CASSEROLE, NOW
REG. $1.00— V/2 QUART SIZE,
UTILITY COVER 65c
PIE PLATE, NOW
REG. 40c VALUE. FULL »</2 IN. SIZE.
SERVES FIVE PEOPLE 20c
See thc Complete Line—Learn lhe Amazing New Low Prices
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TELEPHONE 791
FORD "i ton truck. 1924. ft 
also cow and helfei’; guns And 
Will trade. CHARLES ERIC 
R.F.D., No. 98 Warren.
CHISHOLM BROS.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY TOP HANDS READY FOR EXPOSITION RODEO
Latest news from Lineoln County towns collected by our diligent cor­
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
A meeting of the Parent-Teachers’ 
Association will be held at the High 
School building Thursday night at 
7 o'clock.
Maynard Genthner ,who was in­
jured in an automobile accident 
Sept. 10 and has since been con­
fined to the Memorial Hospital. 
Damariscotta, returned Sunday to 
his home here.
A daughter was bom to Mr. and 
Mrs. Lowell Wallace at the Little 
Nursing Home Sept. 16.
John Wood, son of Mrs. Mary 
Wood, has gone to Worcester. Mass , 
where he will enter Holy Cross Col­
lege.
Miss Nancy Miller was guest Sat ­
urday of Miss Ruth Burnheimer at 
North Waldoboro.
Allen of Walnut Hill were recent 
guests of Mrs. Lucinda Davis.
Miss Millicent Burns. Miss Bar­
bara Benner, Clyde Vannah and 
Russell Hilton called on Mr. and 
Mrs. Wilbur Hilton at Boothbay 
Harbor Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Decker, 
daughter Helen and sons Earl. Carl 
and John of Ridlonville were Sun­
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. 
Gray.
Miss Katherine Tuck of Quincy. 
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. 
James A. Duane.
FRIENDSHIP
Flora S. Coliamore
A long but patiently borne ill-
„ , t u, ness ended 10 ln th« death of
Capt. Ralph Pollard. W orshipfu. j Plora g pollamore a Iife , rpsj. 
Master of King Solomons Lodg’. dpnt of Pripndsh^) Hpre wa£ a 
FAM., entertained at dinner Fri­ life of extreme devotion both to her 
family and the Advent Christian 
Church of which she had long been
. , j ~ Ia member. Not content alone toKimball. Ralph Stahl. Garland Day. Qf Church
Fred Simmons, Harlow Genthner
day night the following group of 
past and present officers of the or­
der: Thomas L. Richards. Howard
and Floyd Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Vogelsang of 
Hyde Park, Mass., are guests of 
Charles H. Howard.
Mrs. Cora Nash and Herman Nash 
who have been spending the sum­
mer at Dr. George Coombs'. Butter 
Point, have returned to their apart­
ment in town.
Supt. of Schools A. D. Gray went 
Saturday to Blue Hill where he at­
tended the wedding of his niece, 
Beatrice Gray to Arnold McGraw of 
East Blue Hill.
Mrs. Hilda Somes has employment 
at Stahls Tavern.
Mrs. F. B Pierce of Walpole. N 
H. and Mrs. Emily Bigney of Boston 
left Monday for the Mansion House. 
Poland Spring, to pass a vacation 
after being weekend guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. K. L. Deymore.
Mrs. Myrtie Hodgkins and sons
she practiced them both at home 
and in her community life. Her 
devotion and sacrifices made in be­
half of her family will long be re­
membered by them and they in 
turn were able to repay in the lov­
ing care given her in her hours of 
greatest need.
She is survived by two sons. Virgie 
E. Coliamore of Portland; Evander , 
Coliamore of Friendship; three 1 
daughters. Rose E. Cushman of, 
Friendship. Ethel Frisbee and Eula 
Burnham of Thomaston, also 13 
grandchildren and 10 great grand- j 
children. several nieces and 
nephews.
UNION
Youths’ Club Trip
The Union Youths' Coop Club of 
Union. Warren and Waldoboro mo- 
tred Saturday the 17th to West
Charles and Marshall and Mrs Mar-, tlng a play followed by
shall Hodgkins of Worcester. Mass..,
spent the weekend with Mrs. Hodg- * dance. About 200 people attended 
kins' brother, Webster E Benner. play and dance. Most of the mem-
Mrs. Ida Whitcomb. Mrs. Myrtle bers of the club journeyed back
Marcho. Mrs. James Waltz and Mrs. 
Willard Hoak were Portland visitors 
Saturday.
John Grant of Castine passed the 
weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs were 
Portland visitors Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pinkham 
and son Wayne of Nobleboro spent 
Sunday with Mrs. Pinkham’s 
mother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
Miss Natalie Simmons of Bath 
spent Sunday with her grandpar­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
home on the same night. The pur­
pose of their visit was to form a 
Co-operation Club there. Three or­
ganizations stayed over night to 
help out on the following aay. Er- 
nart and Elvin Kyllonen and Henry 
lives.
Next morning a meeting was held 
at the new co-operative store. A J 
chairman, secretary and member­
ship secretary were elected. Dinner j 
was served at the Odd Fellows Hall 
with about 200 attending. Agam
Louis Boissonneault has been a j the young people got together and 
recent Boston visitor. 1 more questions were asked and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanlej’ Poland I answered. Other prominent club 
were in Portland Wednesday, members were Miss Lea Fransen.
Mr. and Mrs. George Burns and Miss Elvi Rintta, Osmo Hirvela, 
son Bruce of New York have been Richard Peltonen. The club or- 
vislting his mother, Mrs. Fannie, chestra furnished the music for the
Bums. [dance. Those forming the orches-
Rev. J. S. Richards and daughter 1 tra were. Ahti Hirvela, Theodore 
Miss Annie Richards, and E H. Sielia and George lives.
New Styles..New Low Prices!
Here's a leader among RCA Victor's sensational 
new 1939 sets. All offer splendid extra value fea­
tures—at priees that will please you. Features of 
Model910KG (illustratedhere) includeElectrio 
Tuning for 8 stations, Victrola Push-Button 
Control, Victrola Attach­
ment "Plug-In", Console 
Grand Cabinet. Includes 
Master Noise Eliminator 
and Master Antenna,
Full Vision Dial, RCA 
Victor Metal Tubes and 
American and Foreign 
Tuning.
LIBERAL 
TRADE-IN!
•
Get $25.95 value-in Victor 
Records and RCA V ctrola 
Attachment—for $15.00,
Plays Victor Records thru 
your radio with full tone 
of set Ask us for details.
EASY TERMS! LOW DOWN PAYMENTS!
rpoi’ hands of the cow country will bring all their skill and daring to the Eastern States Exposit on 
1 in Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 18 to 24 inclusive, for the championship rodeo each evening at the 
grandstand under the personal direction of "Candy” Hammer. Bronc busting, steer riding, trick and 
fancv riding and roping,—the sports of the western range and round up will be dally features.
AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
CALLING ALL JONESES!
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
★★★★
MRS OSCAR C. LANE 
Correspondent
Mrs. Clinton Teele and Robert 
Teele have returned from Philadel­
phia where they were guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ralph Earle.
James Baker and family, who 
have been at their estate on Treas­
ure Island, have returned to their 
home in Delaware.
Prof. Arthur Burns of Dartmouth, 
College, who has been guest of his 
parents. Capt. and Mrs. William 
Burns, returned Thursday to Hano­
ver, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown re­
turned Monday to Boston. While 
in town for a two weeks’ vacation, 
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Andrew Cassie and Mr. and Mrs. 
Alfred Creed.
Miss Laura B. Sanborn, who has 
been passing the week with her 
sister. Mrs. Arthur Arey left Mon­
day for Augusta.
Birger Magnuson visited Rock­
land Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E McElroy, 
daughter Roberta and son John re­
turned Tuesday to Worcester, Mass. 
While in town they were guests of 
Mrs MacElroy's mother, Mrs. Mary 
Cassie.
Miss Beulah Gilchrest left Tues-Daniel, young son of Mr. and Mrs.James Pendleton is in Knox Hos- , ___ „j ___ . da-v for Worcester. Mass., where shepital where he recently underwentp , ", ... i will spend a two weeks vacationan operation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Greenlaw
! with relatives.
Misses Ernestine Carver and 
Carolyn Calderwood left Monday to
I resume their studies at University
[were Rockland visitors Saturday, 
j Dr. Arthur Woodman left North 
[ Haven on Wednesday of last week "f^jne.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett of
Hailed as ten times as funny as their best, 20th Century-Fol's 
“Safety In Numbers" finds all the Jones Family in a jam together. 
Grouped around Jed Prouty and Spring Bvington (center) are (lower lefti 
Shirley Deane. Russell Gleason. Ken Howell. George Ernest, Florence Rob­
erts, June Carlson and Billy Mahan.—adv.
THURSDAY
Freddie Bartholomew and Melvyn Douglas 
in “Caotains Courageous” —adv.
BEFORE & AFTER BEAUTY COURSE
Rockland Fire Alarm Signals
EMERGENCY CALLS
Central Fire House Call, Tel 434
Chief’s Call (residence), Tel. 41)8
Police Call, Tel. 1223
Ambulance Call, Tel. 66!
NUMBERS RUNG FROM BOXES
25 Limerock and Main Streets
27 Pacific and Mechanic Streets '
29 Mechanic and South Main Streets
33 Tillson Avenue
34 Fulton and Suffolk Streets
35 Main, comer North and Florence Streets
36 Orange Street, comer Pleasant Street
37 Park Street, corner Main Street
38 Broad Street, comer Grace Street
42 Broadway, comer Rankin Street
43 Lincoln Street, comer Summer Street
45 Talbot Avenue, opposite Fern Street
46 Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, romer Warren Street
49 Main Street, comer Cedar and Front Streets
51 Cedar Street, comer Old County Road
52 West Meadow Road
53 Camden Street, opposite Adams Street
54 Maverick Street, comer Spruce Street
SPECIAL NUMBERS RUNG ONLY FROM FIRE 
STATION
12 American Legion
22 Chief's Call
23 Broadway and west to Oliver Street
24 Grace Street, west to Broad Street
26 Oliver Street and all west
28 Crescent and Thomaston Streets, and south to 
Mechanic
31 North of Limerock to Rankin, on Union Street
32 Purchase Street and west to Orange Street
39 Broadway and west to Pleasant Street
41 Pleasant and Park Streets, all west of Iron Bridge
47 Knox Hospital I Private)
56 North Main and Maverick Streets, west to Old 
County Road
57 Old County Road to Juniper HUI
58 Lake Avenue to Rockport line
59 Waldo Avenue and north to Glen Street 
62 Militia Call
64 Boy Scouts
71 ThomaAton Militia Call
75 Spring Street and Vicinity
85 Out of Town Call
Other Models, $15.00 up 
Complete Line of Radios, Victrolas and Combinations Now on Display
Maine Music Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
to take up new duties at Machias. 
It is with deep regret that this 
young man leaves North Haven and 
his many friends wish him success 
in his new field of labor.
Due to the illness of the newly 
appointed librarian (Fanstie Dun­
can) the library was opened Satur- 
[ day afternoon by the assistant libra- 
[ rian Elizabeth Bunker.
Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon returned 
[ home on Saturday after spending 
] a few days in Camden.
Milton Beverage who has been 
[seriously ill during the summer is 
j able to be out and expects to return 
I to law school in Boston in a few 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Walker and 
daughter Judy of Portland arrived 
Saturday. They were accompanied 
by Mrs. Walker's mother Mr. Walk­
er is the new principal of the High 
School
Clara Waterman and three girl 
friends were weekend guests of her 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
Waterman. While here they showed 
very Interesting moving pictures of 
their tour of the United States dur­
ing the summer.
Among those who are attending 
school and college are; Donald 
Witherspoon leaves this week for his 
third year at U. of M.; Virginia 
Beverage, first year at Gorham 
Normal School and Roger Raymond 
at North Eastern University in 
Boston.
This community was saddened by 
the death of Mrs. Zenas Burgess 
which occurred Monday. Obituary 
in a later issue.
Portland arrived Friday and are 
guests of his mother Mrs. Margaret I 
Bissett.
Mrs. Fred K Coombs and Mrs. 
William Lawry returned Saturday 
from $n automobile trip through 
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl 
and little son returned Thursday to 
Rockland, having been guests of 
Mrs Sprowl's parents. Mr. and Mrs. 
Stillman Osgood
Mrs. George Headley returned 
Friday from Knox Hospital, where 
she had been a patient. She was 
accompanied by her mother. Mrs. 
Roj' Webster.
Mrs. John Johnson returned 
Wednesday from Rockport.
Efforts to raise the 42-foot power- 
driven fishing smack Adelaide, 
which foundered on Heron Neck 
ledge Saturday have been tempo­
rarily abandoned because of rough 
water.
The boat, which had returned 
from fishing off Matinicus Island, 
ran on the rocks when the steering 
gear broke. Owner Birger Magnu­
son. and his crew. Fred Healy and 
Leslie Thomas, all of Vinalhaven. 
rowed to safety.
A year ago Magnuson's son Carl 
was washed overboard from the ill- 
fated Adelaide near Seal Harbor, 
and (frowned.
Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
BREMEN
Three places in town have changed 
hands recently. The William Mil­
ler place has been sold to the own­
ers of the boys' camp on Pemaquid 
Pond the Tom Young place to 
Massachusetts parties, and the 
Melvin Genthner. place to Hester | 
Honburger.
Cal Prior of Loud's Island called 
on friends here last week.
Bremen went dry in the recent 
election.
'PHIS girl went on a 1300-calorie i
1 diet, lived a Spartan life for [ 
eight weeks. She improved her 
posture, lost thirteen pounds, and 
took inches off hips, abdomen, 
thighs, ankles. The experiment was 
carried on by Good Housekeeping’s 
Beauty Clinic and the results are 
recorded in the September issue of 
the magazine. Beauty and health 
experts heartily approve the 
»etho&______ _____ _ _______ _ ___
Here are her measurements:
Bust .................
Upper arm ............. 1214
Waist........................ 31%
Abdomen ........
Weight ......................... 146
Hips ................
Thigh ..................
Calf..................
Ankle .............. 9%
Before After
. 38 34
. -H 11
. 27
. 36% 33%
. 5 133
. 41 37%
. 24% 22%
. 16 14%
. 8%
4 5ft.4%ia.
NEW!
A Facial to Carry 
in Purse or Pocket!
ESCORT
CLEANSING PADS
A grand new celansing idea! 
Little pads saturated with a 
special cleansing lotion. A 
slim compact holds fifteen
. , . ready for instant use 
after shopping, motoring, 
sports ... at office, dance, 
theatre. Cleanses, cools, re­
freshes! Boudoir Jar, Purse 
Compart and 100 Pads, 55c 
complete . . ,
CARROLL
CUT RATE 
PERFUMER
384 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
READ THE AM
STONINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coombs and 
daughter Mary and Mr. and Mrs. 
Willis Gross have returned from a 
trip to the White Mountains.
Mrs. Muriel Parkhurst and daugh­
ter Joyce and Mrs. Harold Park­
hurst. who have been visiting at 
Emaron Eaton's have returned to 
their home ln Unity.
Mrs. Eva Fifield is serving on the 
traverse jury at Ellsworth.
Among those employed as clerks 
at the Philip Crockett sale are: Mrs. 
Celia Parsons. Della Eaton. Rebecca 
Knight. Bertha Gerrish. Adeline 
Gross and Lida Richardson. Doro­
thy Crockett is cashier.
Mrs. Lida Wicks of Providence is 
visiting her sister, ' Mrs. Annie 
Barter.
Mrs. Herbert Klein has been ill 
the past week.
At a recent Sunday dinner at 
Mrs. Annie Richards the following 
guests were present: Mr and Mrs.
I George Thomas and Ellsworth 
[ Thomas of Isle au Haut. Mrs. Fran< 
Mullen of Vinal Haven and Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Small and son Montie 
i Alvin Lord and William Keating of 
1 Stonington.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pinnette have 
returned from Redstone.
The friends 'here of Mrs. Florence 
Hutchins Green were saddened to 
hear of her death which occurred 
at her Camden home Sept. 12. Mrs. 
Oreen was bom at Stonington and 
' is remembered by many school­
mates and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Small have 
returned to Boston after passing
! the summer at their home here.
Mrs. Margaret McGuffle has re­
turned from Boston.
Mrs. Iva Cousins ' visited her 
mother, Mrs. Emma Gross Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Flye of 
Northeast Harbor were recent visi­
tors in town.
Mrs. Ada Joyce is employed at 
Noyes drug store.
Miss Hilda Avery Sixth grade 
teacher passed the weekend at her 
home in Stockton Springs.
R. K. Barter has been elected to 
the executive board of the newly
HORIZONTAL 
1-Recoil
6- River in Poland
7- Consume 
9-Saga
11-Transmit
13- Marsh
14- Re«cued 
16-Flsh eggs 
18-Reeline
20- Pad
21- Twi»ted
22- Corn-spike
24- Youth
25- Preposition
26- Deprested
27- Pronoun
28- Conjunetion
29- A wager 
31-Condenaed moisture 
33-Employs 
35-Auto fuel
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
37-Slender spine (Bot.)
39- Grassy meadow
40- Telegrams
42- Sick
43- Orill
45-Wide-mouthed 
pitchers
47-Wrong-doing
49- Farm animal
50- Holde in custody
VERTICAL
1- Moved rapidly
2- Terminates
3- Bone (Lat.)
4- Want
5- Re»traln
6- Meanlng
8- Fatigued
9- An insect 
10-Pereelved
organized Hancock County Petrol­
eum Industries Committee.
Gregory Merchant and Ruth 
Austin are home from Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Dorothy Gross and children 
Betty and Sidney of Isle au Haut 
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Reuben Cousins.
Mrs. Linwood Williams is home 
from Blue Hill hospital
George Robbins was taken to the 
Marine Hospital last week.
Gene Cartesi caught a large shark 
in his weir Friday night.
The sardine boat Double Caghe 
loaded some sardines from here for 
Lubec Saturday.
Emaron Eaton who has been very 
ill is recovering.
ST. GEORGE
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
H-Crimson
12- A weight measure
13- Cross
15-Large cask 
17-Always 
19-Storiee 
21-Foundatlone
23- Oecay
24- Cover
29- Carrlee
30- Confllet
32-Abradei
34- Unyieldlng
35- Alcohollc beverage
36- Look
38-It is (eontr.)
40- A beverage
41- Wcb-footed fowl 
44-Asalst
46-A letter 
48-Egyptian god
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Thursday the Sunshine Maids 
4-H Club of St. George prepared and 
served a supper to the members' 
mothers at the Grange hall. It is 
one of the requirements of the 4-H 
Club to serve a supper to the 
mothers. Everything was made or 
prepared by the girls themselves. 
The menu consisted of mashed pota­
toes. buttered carrots, hamburg pat­
ties, cabbage salad, whole grain muf­
fins. cookies and jello. The mem­
bers, attired in ruffled aprons, 
served.
The mothers who attended were 
Mrs. Pearl Wall, Mrs. Addie Hilt, 
Mrs. Carolina Robinson and Mrs. 
Emma Kinney; another guest was 
former assistant Charlotte Caddy. 
A rising vote of thanks was given 
to the mothers in behalf of their co-
VINAL HAVF.N & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
Rockland, Me.
Effective September IS, 193! 
Eastern Standard Time 
Swan’s Island Line 
Read Down
A. M.
5.00 Lv. Swan’s Island,
1.00 Lv. Stonington,
8.00 Lv. North Haven,
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Vinal Haven Line
A. M.
8.00 Lv. Vinal Haven,
9.15 Arr. Rockland,
P. M 
Arr. 5.40 
Lv. 4 40
Lv. 3.25 
Lv. 2.15
P. M.
Arr. 3.30
Lv. 2.15
Read Up 
111-tf
operation and interest in the other 
club work.
IF YOU FEEL SUNK
Read this and cheer up
Are you so blue that life is no longer worth 
living? Do you cry easily? Do you feel low. 
mean, depressed—just absolutely SUNK?
Then here’s good news for you in case you 
need a good general system tonic—Just take 
famous Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com­
pound. Let its wholesome herbs and roots 
help Nature build up more physical resist­
ance and tone up your system, so that it can 
more easily throw off the “blues” and give 
more energy to enjoy life.
MILLIONS of women have depended up­
on this Compound and have passed the word 
along to friends and neighbors, and to their 
children.
Why not take Pinkham’s Compound and 
go "smiling thru’7?
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NEWS OF THE DAY STRAND, TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
—AT—
CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent, 
GILBERT HARMON 
Telephone, Camden 713
ROCKPORT
★★★★
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY 
Correspondent
Members of the harp colony who defeated the Princeton Tigers by a 
have returned to their homes tare score of 28-0.
Ethelind Hutchinson, Saganofe. | The Hi-Y Club will hold a charter 
Mich, Miss Barrett of Worcester, meeting on Wednesday night at 
Ohio, Grace Wymer. Syracuse, iN., 7.30 at the Y.M C.A.
Y. Elizabeth McCathy of Syracuse, j Megunticook Grange has resumed 
N. Y„ Nora Thelan of Toronto, its weekly meetings on Wednesday 
Canada, Lois Bannerman of New evenings after the summer recess. 
York city, Elizabeth Bidler of New The Sewing Circle will meet Wed- 
York city, Mary Jane Pollack of nesday afternoon and a picnic
New York city, and Marilyn Thomp­
son of Philadelphia. -----
The Ladies Aid Society of the
supper will be served at 6 o'clock. 
The Orange is sponsoring an exhibi­
tion booth at Union Pair, anyone
Monument Square Methodist Church having articles of special nterest for 
will meet Wednesday afternoon at exhibition please call Mrs. Harold 
the home of Mrs. Percy Luce. Sea Nash, telephone 2110
street. j Mr and Mrs Abraham Aylward
The oil tanker, “Normad,” dis: have been vkltlng thelr daught*r 
charged fuel oil at the George H. and son-in-tow. Mr. and Mrs. Ken- 
Thomas Company wharf Saturday. neth Kuhn ln O'™0
Miss Ethel Savage is on a trip feature at the Comk>ue for
through Canada while enjoying a 21‘22' ls the "Adventures of
two week's vacation from her duties Marco Pol°'’ wlth Oar* Co°Per and 
at the J H Hobbs Company. Mrs Sigrld Gurie' management
Ella Shibles is substituting at the has recelved manj' re«uests for
“MY LUCKY STAR"
Like the stars hanging low on a sftill, frosty night, “My Lucky Star’’ is 
hailed as a picture winking and glittering with fuji and romance. Dazzling 
Sonja Henie is starred in the 20th Century-Fox film.—adv.
TeL 2229
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert
office during her absence.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rollins ahd 
family returned from Winthrop 
Sunday where they spent the week­
end. They were accompanied home 
by Mrs. William Rollins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Goodwin 
and family spent Sunday at Brooks.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Smith of Port­
land. Ore , Miss Lesa Innes of Santa 
Barbara. Calif., Miss Elsie Inpies 
of Bath, and Mrs. Ethel Pratt of 
Portland were guests Sunday at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pratf
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Holt of 
Brookline. Mass, have been visiting 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs 
W. Jamieson.
Herbert Leadbetter has resumed 
his studies at Massachusetts Col­
lege of Pharmacy. Boston.
Mark Ingraham of Rockport, a 
graduate of Camden High School, 
class of 1938. left Monday to enter 
the University of Maine as a fresh­
man.
The officers of the Order of the 
Eastern Star held a rehearsal Mon­
day night preparatory to the an­
nual inspection.
The officers of Amity Lodge 
Masons will attend a school ol 
struetton at Thomaston Thursday 
night.
Mrs. Kendrick Libby is ill at her 
home on Alden street.
Howard Carr and family of 
Sanford were guests of his brotlfer, 
William Carr Sunday.
In the first football game of the 
Y M. C. A. league the Pitt Panthers
of 
fTn-
historical picture.
The firemen’s degree team will 
work the third degree on a class of 
three candidates Friday night, Sept. 
23. The officers will be made up of 
Past Masters and Masons who be­
long to the Fire Department. They 
are: Charles King, W. M ; Richard 
Damery, S. W.; Percy Luce. J. W.. 
Earl Marriner. S. D.; Clarence 
Thomas, J. D.; AUen Payson. S. S.; 
Edwin Dodge. V. S.; Clarence Mit­
chell, marshal: Warren Conant, 
chaplain; Win Richards, secretary; 
Lovell Thompson, tyler. There wUl 
be a turkey supper at 6.30 put on 
by the Eastern Star.
An automobile accident in Free­
dom on Friday involved a car owned 
and operated by Lib Wardwell 
of Jacobs avenue and a car driven 
by Lawrence Raben of Freedom. Mr. 
Wardwell received a broken arm I 
and Miss Ethel Richardson, a pass- 1 
enger in his car, received a torn 
ligament and cuts. Mr. Raben was 
only slightly injured, but his wife 
and brother who were accompany­
ing him were badly hurt, Mrs. Raben 
being still on the danger list in the 
Belfast Hospital.
SOMERVILLE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
“CAREFREE”
Ginger Regers, an actress-patient, and Walter Kingsford, his colleague, 
are apprehensiv- cf psychiatrist Fred Astaire's method for instilling a 
happy-go-lucky attitude in Miss Rogers.—adv.
September Special "
RYTEX
TWEED-WEAVE
Printed Stat'onerj^
Exciting as the new fall fash­
ions ... for town . . . country 
. . . campus . . . RYTEX TWEED- 
WEAVE in
Double the
Usual Quantity!
200 SINGLE SHEETS 
100 ENVELOPES
or
100 DOUBLE SHEETS 
- 100 ENVELOPES
>-or
100 MONARCH SHEETS 
100 ENVELOPES
$1.00
Postage 15c Extra
Including printing of your 
Name and Address in Blue, Black 
or Brown Ink on both Sheets and 
Envelopes.
Colors as gay as thr last flare 
of Summer . . . Gumdrop Pink, 
Bon-bon Blue, or Coral White. 
Your pen will fairly “swing” 
over this smooth writing paper 
. . . DOUBLE THE USUAL 
QUANTITY . . . Only $1.
The Courier-Gazette
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Earle Dodge has had employment 
at Charles Brown's the past week.
Charles French, who has been ill 
for some time, remains about the 
same. Mr and Mrs. Minot Bow­
man and son are staying at Mr. 
French’s for a time.
Harvey Emery and Vivan Mc­
Daniel were at home over the week­
end. they are stationed near Colum­
bia Falls at present.
Arthur Fontaine of Augusta was a 
recent visitor in town.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown and 
family were Sunday callers at Mrs. 
Maude Skillin's in Benton.
Bird Brown of Jefferson was a 
recent visitor at H. C. Brown’s.
Mont Brann has employment tn 
Jefferson at the present.
Virginia Light has employment 
in Augusta where she is attending 
school.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown and 
family were calling upon Mrs. 
Zenobia Cummings in Palermo Fri­
day night.
Clyde Tuttle of China was a re­
cent caller in town.
Several of the boys and girls have 
returned to their schools, Gertrude 
Hlsler to Union High. Hazel Brown 
and Waneta Glidden to Erskine 
Academy at China, Vaughan Peas- 
lee. George Light, Virgnlia Light, 
and Wanda Brann to Cony High ln 
Augusta.
Melody, comedy, romance and 
dances form the quadruple basis of 
“Carefree.’’ RKO's new musical hit 
reuniting Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers.
A group of Irving Berlin tunes 
and lyrics; a cleverly contrived ro­
mantic triangle of a psychiatrist, 
an actress and a lawyer; some of 
the funniest situations the screen 
has presented in recent months, and 
four sensational dance routines are 
woven into a spectacular film en­
tertainment to celebrate the return 
of America's foremost dancing stars.
Astaire portrays the psychiatrist 
and Ralph Bellamy the lawyer in 
the ingenious plot. Bellamy is en­
gaged to Miss Rogers, but sends 
her to Astaire for treatments when 
she can’t made up her mind about 
their marriage. And this move 
leads to all the trouble for Miss 
Rogers falls in love with Astaire, 
and when he refuses to unbend
RALPH W. E. THORNDIKE
Funeral services for Ralph Waldo 
Emerson Thorndike, who died late 
Friday at his home. 58 Holton street, 
Medford. Mass., took place Sunday 
from the Allen funeral home. Dr. 
James L. Tryon officiated. Crema­
tion took place at Mt. Auburn ceme- 
ery.
Mr. Thorndike, who was born in 
Rockland, was a veteran employe 
of the Eastern Steamship Company, 
and was retired in 1928.
He leaves a daughter. Mrs. E. R 
Nichols of West Hartford. Conn., and 
a step-son residing in Boston.
The above is from a Medford 
newspaper. Older residents will 
well remember Mr. Thorndike, an 
express messenger, who was alway3 
ready with a genial quip, and who 
made friends everywhere.
Payson homestead on a month’s 
vacation.
Ralph Berkowitz and family who 
occupied the Pressey house for the 
season left Monday for Philadelphia.
Miss Elizabeth Hunt of the High 
School faculty spent the weekend 
1 ln Boston.
L. True Spear Jr., and Mark In- 
Ray Kononen graham, Jr., have returned from a
I
(Gudrun Heistad) and daughter 
Betty Lee, who have been guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad left for 
their home in Fitzwilliam, N. H„ 
Sunday, stopping in Augusta en­
route to call on Mr, and Mrs. 
Trygve Heistad and view the new 
daughter—Anne-Marie, who arrived 
Friday night, Sept. 16, at the Au­
gusta Hospital.
First Selectman Arthur K. Walker 
and Mrs. Walker returned Sunday 
night from a five-day motor trip 
which took them through the White 
Mountains and over the Mohawk 
Trail In Vermont they called on 
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Overlock, at 
North Bennington.
Following the regular meeting 
Friday night of Fred A. Norwood 
WR.C. a social hour with refresh­
ments was enjoyed, honoring the 
birthday anniversary of Mrs. 
Cacilda Cain. She was presented 
with gifts, including an attractive 
decorated birthday cake, the handi­
work of Mrs. Ellen Bohndell and a 
large basket of beautiful garden 
flowers, from acting president. Effie 
L. Salisbury. The work was also 
exemplified in preparation for in­
spection.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light 
Chapter O.ES. will be held tonight 
preceded by picnic supper.
Miss Barbara Richardson, a stu­
dent at St. Joseph's Academy, Port­
land. spent the weekend at her 
home here.
Miss Hilda Wall has been passing 
a week with Miss Camilla Living­
stone at Oakland.
The Felix Salmonds will return to 
New York Wednesday after passing 
the summer at “The Stone House," 
Mechanic street.
The Albert H. Chatflelds' Jr., have 
closed “The Willows" and returned 
to Maderia. Ohio; their winter 
home
Misses NOllie and Bertha Payson 
of Washington. D. C„ are at the
visit in Massachusetts and New 
York.
Mrs. Lucia Shibles is able to be 
out again following her recent ill­
ness.
Mark Ingraham Jr., who was 
graduated from Camden High 
School last June entered U. of M. 
Monday as a student.
Prin. Clayton Smith and family 
who have been staying at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. George Cunning­
ham the past two weeks, are again 
occupying the Pressey house.
The O. P. Jackson farm on Com­
mercial street has been sold to Mr. 
Walker of the Walker Grain store 
in Rockland, who will occupy it after 
renovations have been made.
Keith Crockett was at home from 
Milo over the weekend.
Ernest Albert Tolman, 69 years, 
5 months, 16 days, died Sunday at 
his home at West Rockport. Funeral 
services will be held this afternoon 
with Rev. (F. F. Fowle of Winthrop 
'officiating.
Miss Doris 8ylvester. who is on 
a week's vacation from her office 
duties at Central Maine Power Co., 
has motored to Massachusetts in 
company with Mrs. Adelaide Sawyer 
and in Whitinsville will visit Mr. 
and Mrs. Oliver Copeland for a 
couple of days and then proceed to 
Exeter. N. H. where they will be 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody. 
Freemont, N. H., is also on their 
schedule and there Mr. and Mrs. 
Lyman Hooke will be hosts.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
All the members and friends of 
the Finnish Church are asked to 
take with them some farm products 
or other food to be sold at the 
harvest-feast at the church on 
Thursday at 7 30 o'clock. The pub­
lic is invited to attend this festival.
**3 *'■ j?'*
— PRICES®
. am/ TTies/te notSpecial ■ >
J/ow fpsuce/) /
Prices For Rockiand Stores Only
Big Coffee Sale
RICHMOND I JOHN ALDEN I KYBO
2 is 29c 2 AS 33c 2 35c
GROUND BEFORE YOUR EYES
CHEESE 
MILK 
FLOUR
BAKED
BEANS 
SYRUP
MILD EIL
EVANGELINE
EVAPORATED
PASTRY
FI-NA ST 
ALL
VARIETIES
TIMBERLAKE
WHOLE UNPEELED
4 TALL
TINS
2414 LB.
bag
2
2
2
LGE
TINS
PINT
BOTS
APRICOTS
COMBINATION SALE
EDUCATOR
SALTINES 
TOASTERETTES
BUTTER COOKIES
LGE.
TINS
YOUR CHOICE 
THIS WEEK ONLY
I IB. 
PKG 15c
3 for 45c
from his professional attitude she 
inveigles him into paying attention i 
by faking various mental ailments.
His efforts to cure her “malad- i 
justments.” her madcap adventures 
that result, the discovery that he 
himself is falling in love with her, 
and the prompt actions of the en­
raged Bellamy when he finds out 
what has been going on. all make 
for hilarious complications that 
top the comedy phases of earlier J 
Astaire-Rogers hits.
Three sensational dance routines 
by the famous team, a novelty 
solo dance by Astaire, along with | 
the catchy Berlin melodies, combine 
with the plot to make “Carefree" 
their most ambitious show. Mark 
Sandrich directed the Pandro S. 
Berman production, and the sup­
porting cast includes Luella Gear, 
Jack Carson, Clarence Kolb. Farnk- 
lin Pangborn and Walter Kingsford, 
—adv.
HEAT
CIRCULATING OIL HESTERS
BUY ONE PACKAGE OF EACH FOR 45c AND SAV! lie 
... A 56c RETAIL VALUE
AGAIN This Autumn IT’S
L\C\^S0ddltlCS . ... by Squier
LIKE MOST EXPLORERS. TEDDY ROOSEVELT 
CARRIED TEA ON AFRICAN GAME HUNTS 
.. .PREFERRED IT TO BRANDY WHEN HE 
WAS'FEVERISH OR EXHAUSTED"
AH! -LOS
REGULAR TEA DRINKER,’WRONG-WAV 
DOUG CORRIGAN CALLEO FOR A HOT CUP 
-AFTER LAMPING IN IRELAND
co
For
For
For
OFFICE
HOME
SHOP
A size for every need
Convenient Terms Prompt Installation
PARKER E. WORREY They’re smart and they fit gloriously! 
This year’s styles are softly tailored and 
feminine in detail. You’ll want a pair.65 PARK ST., ROCKLAND TEL 26-W
loe-iio
THOUGH THEV DUMPED TEA 
IN BOSTON HARBOR IN 1773, 
AMERICANS NOW LOVE IT... 
IMPORTS ROSE 17% LAST YEAR. 
FACTORIES ANO OFFICES SERVE 
IT TO COMBAT FATIGUE
copyqioht 
ftv J V
I 5 POUNO!
OF TEA 
(p.lj, It POITWEE
Urr
- FOR MORE THAN U000 
YEART MAN'S FAVORITE DRINK FOR 
NEEDED STIMULATION . . . OVER
20,000.000.000
CUPS ARE DRUNK EACH YEAR IN THE 
US. - EASILY ENOUGH TO FLOAT THE 
NEW GIANT LUXUDY LINER NORMANDIE
STANDARD FARE AT 
FAMOUS TRAINING 
TABLES. IE A IS OFTEN 
SERVED TO GRIDIRON 
STARS A OTHER ATHLETES 
JUST BEFORE THE 
WHISTLE TO KEY 
THEM UP TO TOP 
EFFICIENCY
17’“ CENTURY LONDON PAID $ 50 A 
POUND FOR7EA- 100 TIMES TODAY) PRICE. 
TEA SMUGGLING BECAME AN INDUSTRY. 
DR. JOHNSON.THE PHUOSOPHER.SAIO HIS 
TEAKETTLE HAD ’SCARCELY TIME TO COOL"
BEAT
OLDMAN 
WINTER 
TO THE 
PUNCH!
Buy your Heater NOW! Have it installed and 
ready for operation before cold weather comes.
See Our Amazingly Complete Line—Our Satis­
fying Low Prices—Our Pleasing Payment Plan.
We are exclusive agents for the Wonderfully 
Efficient FLORENCE Heaters and Oil Burners. 
We are headquarters for the world famous 
ESTATE HEATROLAS and for the justly cele­
brated ATLANTIC HEATERS and RANGES.
VISIT OUR STORE 
LEARN OF THE SPLENDID VALUES 
WE OFFER!
Have your heater installed now without bother 
or trouble and pay as you use it.
LET US HELP YOU 
“Make Your House a Home”
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street Rockland Tel. 980
N. B. OUR GREAT STORE-WIDE SALE IS 
STILL IN PROGRESS!
Colors in rust, 
brown and plum 
shades. Also in 
deep, ’ rich blark.
$4.40
s:ep-;n Pumps. San 
dala. Sport Oxfords 
and Ties
MCLAIN SHOE STORE
HOME OF GOOD FOOTWEAR
432 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME.
Dry Hard Wood
PER FOOT, <fe 1 Off 
FITTED, <P 1.6 □
PROMPT DELIVERY
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487, ROCKLAND, ME.
109-11C
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.......  "’’’’Hl’WHffc
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THOMASTON
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JESSIE M. STEWART 
Correspondent★★
Tel. 119-13
The Masonic School of Instruc­
tion will meet Thursday at 2 in the 
Masonic rooms. There will be a 
50 cent supper at 6 p. m. All Ma­
sons are cordially invited to attend. 
The supper committee is under the 
chairmanship of Mrs. Madolin
I Numminen and Lester Ora.v of tire 
yacht "Firenze." which is in dry 
dock at the Marine Base in New 
j York, are at home for a month s
visit.
The Contract Club met at the 
i Levensaler house Friday. There 
were four tables in play. The win- 
i ners were Mrs. I.ee Walker. Mrs. R. 
O. Elliot, Mrs. Charles Shorey. and 
Mrs. Fred Overlock. The next 
meeting will be Friday, 
j The Rook Club met Thursday 
night with Mrs. Weston Young. 
I Mrs. Stanley McGowan and Theo­
dore Rowell won the first prizes,
Spear, with Miss Helen Studley and ( the consolation going to Mrs. Row- 
Miss Helen Duncan as assistants, i ell. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. William J. Tobey who has 
been in Boston for a week has re­
turned home.
Tlie Friendly Club will meet 
Wednesday night with Mrs. John 
Tillson.
The Little Garden Club met 
Thursday for supper and the eve­
ning with Mrs. Donald Whitney.
Randolph Henderson, Tauno
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Creighton, returns to her 
home today.
Mrs. Haney Hinckley, son Rich­
ard and daughter Elinor of Rum­
ford Point were weekend guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crie. They had 
an eventful trip, as they ran into 
a moose near Aunt Lydia's Tavern 
in Waldoboro, damaging their car.
Miss Margarite Hinckley, who 
has been visiting Mrs. Mattie 
Campbell for two weeks returned 
Monday to Riunford Point, with 
Mrs. Harry Hinckley.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stone were 
guests Sunday at the Egerton Farm 
in Cushing.
There will be a meeting of the 
Williams-Brazier Post Wednesday 
at 7.30.
Rev. and Mrs. H S. Kilbom are 
leaving today for their new home 
in North Weymouth, Mass.
Miss Shirley Smith, secretary of
POEMS OF PROFIT” —By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WIS CUSTOMERS ARE EAR ANO WIDE,
When COLDS 
THREATEN-
Used at first sneeze, 
this specialized medi- UaK 
ration forthenose and L" 
upper throat—helps 
prevent many colds.
VicksVa-tro-nol
The Garden Club is to meet at 
the Levensaler House Thursday 
night at 7.30. Mrs. Edward Hellier 
of Rockland will speak on "Birds 
and their Migration.”
Mrs. Arthur Crawford. Mrs. Leila 
Smalley, Mrs. Mary Ahern. Mrs.
Josephine Stone and Mrs. Ruby 
Peabody were weekend guests at; Mrs Charles Creighton returning to 
the Egerton Farm in Cushing
THE HENS GO "CLUCK/" 
TUE ROOSTERS CROV\/ /
THIS FELLOWS FACE 
IS ALL AGLOW /
UE FLAKES UIS PO ULTRV 
FARMING PAV —
UE SELLS THE EGGS 
UIS CUICKENS LAV/
THE 
CLASSIFIED 
IS UJHE.RE 
TO GO 
IF VOU 
WOULD LET 
THE PUBLIC 
KNOW/
Bowdoin College after spending the 
the Boston office of the Grenfell, summer with his parents. Mr. and
Mission Ass'n, and her mother were 
overnight guests Friday of Mr. and
Mrs Lionel F. Jealous.
Harris Shaw has returned to
Bcston after visiting his mother, 
Mrs, Henry ;B Shaw for a few days.
Mr and Mrs. John Creighton re­
turned Saturday to Ashburnham 
Mass . after spending the summer
their home in Wellesley Hills. Mass 
Mrs. Arthur Crawford of Pitts- Saturday, 
field is a guest of Dr. and Mrs. A Miss Warrene Bulkley and 
W. Peabody. brother Dicky Ben Bulkley of Mar-
Miss Christine Moore who has blehead. Mass., arrived Monday fo. Creighton's mother. Mrs
been visiting in Boston and Brattle- a visit with their grandparents. Mr. jcjjn Creighton. Sr.
boro, Vt., has returned to her home . and Mrs. R. O. Elliot, 
on School street. I Bradford Jealous left Monday for
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis of Boston,! Brunswick to resume his studies at
Mr and Mrs Oliver Watts were 
in town calling on friends Saturday 
after spending the summer on Mon­
hegan. (
Frank Jacobs has returned from 
Magnolia. Mass., where he had em­
ployment during the summer.
Mrs. E. G. Weston has returned 
from visiting her daughter Mrs. 
Lloyd Benner in Brunswick.
Tlie sermon subjects at the Pen­
tecostal Assembly for this week are:
FRIEND'S BAKED INDIAN PUDDING 2 ^ 25c 
NATION-WIDE VANILLA er LEMON e§? 19c
LINDEN
CLOTHES LINES
SPLENDID
AMMONIA or BLEACH WATER
RINSO . . 
RINSO . . 
LIFEBUOY SOAP
50 Fl 
LINE
QUART
BOT
LARGE
PKG
SMALL
PKG
21< 
15c 
21c
9«
BARS 25c
SILVER CLOUD
WIND-O-WASH CAN 15<
NATION-WIDE- WHITE
FLOATING SOAP bar 5c
OUR LEADER
BROOMS . EACH 39« 
MOP HANDLES EACH 12c
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
WARREN
★★★★
AIJINA U STARRETT 
Correspondent
A#
Tel. 49
In Everybody’s Columnthe University of Maine, motoring} up with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bucklin Advertisements ln this column notwaiter nuciuni. exceed three llneg lMerted once for
Miss Helen Starrett, guest for ten • 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad-
rtavs nf her uncle nnd aunt Mr > dltlonal lines Ove cent* each for one da>s ol ner uncle ana aunt. , tlme cents for three time*. Blx 
and Mrs. Ernest G Starrett, ha.- \ small words to a line.
i returned to Providence, R. I., where 
| she will continue her studies at' *
Pembroke.
The Past Grands and Past Noble 
Grands of Knox and Idncoln Coun­
ties will meet Wednesday night at 
Round Pend. Vesper Lodge of 
Round Pond will furnish*the entire 
supper to members, free of charge
Mr. and Mrs Roland Berry were 
given a surprise housewarming 
last Wednesday in their newly built 
home, on the eastern road to Thom­
aston. They received many prac­
tical gifts, among which were a 
bridge lamp and a clock. Present 
I were Mrs. Mary Clements, Dr. and 
Mrs. Frederick Powers, C. Franc
*»**»**»»«<*■•(
Ellis Spear, 3d. has returned to | / LOST AND FOUND *
jig — — — — — — — — — — — — —Newton Centre, Mass., after pass 
ing the summer at the Spear sum- “ 
mer home, 1 4
Forrest Spear is ill. ♦ WANTEDFifty-five attended the last out ♦ TTrtlU U
cf door picnic Saturday held under it«.*****«-.w****»K
auspices of the Congregational La- I reliable man to handle Watkins
____ . I route in Camden. Business established.dies Circle at the Alvah Simmons , pverage earnings $25 weekly No cap-
farm at Head Tide, Aina. The sum 1 tt-U or investment required J R WAT- 
KINS OO. 232 Johnson Ave . Newark. 
N J. 113*lt
Wednesday. “Committing Things to Berry. Mrs. William Barrett. Mr. I 
God;” Thursday. "The Power of and Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mr. and Mrs |
of $11 50 was netted from the picnic 
to benefit the circle. The committee 
in charge included Mrs. Abbie New- 
bert, Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. 
Edna White, Mrs. Sadie Barrows 
and Mrs. Eleanor Earrett.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillard Spear enter-
Knowing Jesus ' Friday Illustrated Sidney Wyllie. Mr. and Mrs. Lowel! ! tajaed [he foUowing guesU at cards 
talk cn the "Tabernacle in the Wil- Mcody, Mr. and Mrs Herbert Wcav- ; recentiy Mia Dorothy Warner and
derness" Sunday 115 Sunday j er. Clement T. Moody. Mr. and Mrs 
School and Adult Bible Class; 2.30 Charles McKiilar. Mr. and Mrs 
lectures on “Jude;" 7 30. "Eternal Parker- McKellar and son Hebert. |Spear of chestnut Hill. Mass., and 
Security." and Mr. Kilpinen. Mrs. Hazel Pease . warren.
Mrs. Stanley McGcwan has gone and £On Harold, Mr. and Mrs. 
to Portland for a few days' visit. Charles Pease and Mr. and Mrs. Ro- 
The Freshmen recention soon-’ iand Berr>' and R^esh-
Ernest Githens of Newton Centrs. 
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Abbott
REAL ESTATE
If you have Real Estate to buy 
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or 
wish to rent or hire a Home or 
Cottage, advertise in this column. 
Telephone 770.
OLD goblets, plates, anything ln 
old glass, hlghes- prices paid. ANNA reasonable 
I, GORDON, city. Tel. 1184-J
SMALL furnished house to let at 
Spruce Head near salt water; new 
garage. Ideal for cottage, through fall 
months or as vear-around home; rent 
CALL 733-W. 106-tf
________________________________11^*115 CHICKEN Farm; house. 6 rooms; 6
BOVS and CJlrls wanted to sell New; acres; roadside; good water; want to
York World's Fair Needle Books A I exchange for small house In Rockland, 
quick seller Write us today We trust I RICHARD GILL. Lincolnville. 111*113 
you until goods are sold Send name
and address to MILLER'S NOVEI/TV 
1 WORKS. Burkettville 113*115
PATIENTS wanted at Ret Haven 
Convalescent Home EVA AMES 105 
Limerock St . Rockland. Tel 1293.
111*113
POSITION, as allround cook. 
PERRY. 44 day St., city
H. T 
70-tf
TO LET
Fresh en reception spon 
sored by the Senior Class of Thom­
aston High School, was |reld Friday 
night in the Andrews Gymnasium 
All freshmen were present except 
Miss Esther Achorn. who is ill. Mr 
Ellis, manual training teacher, was.' weighing two pounds, 
according to custom, initiated with 
the other newcomers. Good sports­
manship was prevalent and the 
costumes nnd stunts made the eve­
ning one of fun for all. Master of 
Ceremonies, Leland Overlock, and 
attendants Norman Overlock and
ments were served.
J. E. Gegenheimer of Philadelphia,
summer resident of the Crawford 
Lake colony, caught an 18 inch sal­
mon at Crawford Lake Saturday,
The two day schedule at the 
library begins this week and will 
continue throughout the fall and 
winter.
Wendall Beggs of Marlboro. Mass . 
was weekend guest of his sister. Miss 
Edn^ F. Boggs, having motcred down 
with Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs 
and Miss Mary Boggs, of Marlboro.
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches, 
clock*, antiques ell kinds Call and 
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
105-t*
HOUSE on Fulton St . to let; bath; 
rellar: shed; S20 mouth, water paid. 
Tel. JO17-J or 313-M. HERBERT BAR­
TER. 101-tf
THREE furnished rooms to let. heat­
ed. gas stove, bath and garage at 136 
TALBOT AVE. Rent reasonable. 111-113
Mr. and Mrs Hillard Spear wen 
recent guests of George Carr and J South Hope with Mrs. Hattie Boggs. 
E. Gugenheimer of Philadelphia, at ■ Sixy pheasants from the State 
Fairmount Isle. Crawford Lake. game farm at Dry Mills were re-
Miss Marguerite Haskell ant 
guest. Miss Betty Hatfield of Spring- 
field. Mass., left Sunday to return
•t ■
I
♦4
FOR SALE
TWO small unfurnished apartments, 
all modern, excellent location, near 
Main street. L. A. THURSTON. Tel 
1159 city_________________111-113
TENEMENTS to let. large and small. 
Apply C. M. BLAKE, wallpaper store. 
662 Main St., city. 112-tf
HORSE sled, light driving wagon, i COMFORTABLE room near bath to 
sleigh. some harnesses, two coffee mills. I*- centrally located, reasonable. TEL
two chests of carpenters tools, all ln 258-R or 142.____________________112*114
Will trade for good hard-rood repair ill tr l r n ra- UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. In- 
Mass., who passed the weeke nd at F qulre 12 KNOX ST Tel 15g'w
KALLOCH Ac CO . Tenants Harbor THREE-room apartment to let. heat-
113-115 ■ ed. furnished, bath; electric stove and 
refrigerator; available after Sept 19.
leased near the Parreault filling sta. 
tion on the Union road. Saturday., 
and 20 the same day near the C. C.
Charles Simpson were dressed in ■ to Rosemont, Pa., to resume her Starrett PIac€- 
robes of black and white, colors of - duties as members of the faculty of J Mrs' Henry McGraw, ill at the 
I - - home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FARM 65 acres for sale. 25 tons of MRS R B MAOUNE. 186 North Mstn
hav In barn; one Empire milking ma- ______________________________111-H3
chine; 1-horse power General Electric) UNFURNISHED and furnished apts.
motor; one barren churn, one 11-tube i to let . ........... ‘
radio; one 3-«tar B flat cornet All at I
a sacrifice price See OEO E RICH­
MAN. 31 Main St.. Thomaston 113-115
25 NORTH MAIN ST . Tel. 886-M.
109-tf
-MMI
let. 57 CSfcSENT KT ioa-’f
THS. Music was furnished by our 
music teacher. Mrs. Sanborn and 
Miss Luce, fifth grade teacher.
Senior girls served refreshments to 
the Freshmen and sent them home.
“sucking" green "lolly-pops.”
• • • •
• Reception For Kilborns
An informal reception was given 
Thursday night in the church ves­
try for Rev. and Mrs. H S. Kilbom 
concluding a 14-year pastorate in 
the Baptist Church. There were 
! about 150 'guests present. A de­
lightful program was given as fol­
lows:
Orchestra— .,
-Boston Commandery “I1*™ enter 
"Bay Stae Commandery^ BuTren
"ABuncli of Violet*." C w Bennet. the weekend at Appleton of Charles
The Little symphony Towle. Other guests at the Towle
Orchestra , ,
Baritone Solo— I home were Mr. and Mrs. Erroil
Memory." Edna Rosalind Hart, _ , providPnPe R I on their"The Banjo Song." Sydney Homer o-Oll OI t-rovioence. it. i.. oil iiicu
Rosemont College.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bridges of
Rcckland were guests last Thursday 
cf Mr. and Mr.s. John Marshall.
Plans for thc local contest for 
Oct. 3 and for the exhibit at Union 
! Fa.r. will be made this afternoon 
at the meeting of the Happy-go ■ 
1 luckies 4-H Club, at the home iri thc 
local leader, Mrs. Mary Moore 
Mrs. Georgiauna Sylvia, who has 
been guest the past two weeks c
Raymond K Greene 
Orchestra—Melody In F. A Rubinstein 
Contralto solo—"Serenade." Schubert 
| "Four Leaf Clover"
Miss Gladys Grant 
! Plano Solo—"Prelude ln C minor
Rachmaninoff 
Miss Dorothy Sherman 
Tenor Solos—"At Dawning." Cadman 
1 Mattlnatl.' Tostl
Alfred M. Strout
I Soprano Solo—"I Know a Lovely
Garden," d'Hardelot
Miss Margaret Ij. Simmons 
An original poem.
Mrs E. M Lawrence
Remarks by—Rev. J. Charles MacDonald 
Pastor of the First Baptist Church 
of RockJand
Presentation of a gift of money.
Miss Frances A Shaw
Orchestra—"Hearts and Flowers."
Theodore M Tobain
"Sweet Dreams of Home."
H. Engleman
Refreshments were served by the 
committee: Mrs. James E. Creigh­
ton, chairman of refreshments; Mrs. 
Charles W. Singer, chairman of the 
reception; Mrs. R. W. Walsh, deco­
rations. Mrs. Herbert Newbert. gift; 
and Mrs. Grace M. Strout. program.
Among the ministers from out of 
town who attended were Rev. and 
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald. Rock­
land; Rev. and Mrs. Charles A. 
Marstaller. Rockland; Rev. and Mrs. 
Sydney Packard. Camden; Rev. and 
Mrs. W. F. Brown. Camden, and 
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart. 
Tenant's Harbor.
FOR SALE
L. R. Brewster Farm
$1000—$500 Down
4 Miles from Main St. in Itockland 
44 acres, good fields, pasture, ani 
wood. House, barn, shed, garage 
and henhouse. Equipped with 
tools, and some furniture.
J. B. PAULSEN
Telephone Thomaston 6$
•113&115&117
I Elmer Jameson. Sr., is gaining Her 
husband and daughter Ann of West 
Newton. Mass., spent the weekend 
with her.
LIVING room stove for sale good con- TWO rooms with hath to let. heat, 
dltlon. reasonable TEL 709-R 113*115 lights water; 45 week V F STUDLEY.
----------------------------------------------------------- 283 Main St.. Tel 1154 or 330. 108-tf
NrNE-tube Phllco console radio for FOUR-room apt to let. furnished and 
sale. In good condition. Cheap for heated, garage Adults only. 88 
cash. WALTER GRIFFIN. 9 Ha.l^Ave^ Pleasant St TEL. 913.j 108-tf
______________________________________ MODERN apartment to let OVER­
USED roll top desk; cheap C A SABRESIAN- 157 Talb°t Ave .
EMERY. 28 Pactflc St., city. Tel. 436-M Tel. 568-W__________________ 107*109-tf
113-tf STORE fully equipped with fixtures
I orral Nnfirr* also three room apartment ln rear—________ Le8al I'lOHCe________ | SHOA-re for sMe GLEASON HILL tollet lights. water shed and small
STATE OF MAINE I FARM Union. Te; 4-5 113 lii cellar. both completely furnished. Two
County of Knox, ss I — ~ J ' ; ' “ | eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE Of 22,0^3. mfi pla<’e for large or smstl business. at 46
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be Jl,<3,l55f? T iiofni i week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St-
held at Rockland within and for the den 2382- MR- GAYLORD. 112 114 1 Tel 1154 or 330 101-tf
County of Knox on the first Tuesday 
cf November, A D 1938November. A D 1938 I TWENTY-flve tons hay for blueberry 1LA^?E ^hln'' ssme”fU? cin-mnvF»ivn n c-am»rnn nf in ground or feed, for sale; heavy two- lavaiory. Darn on same iioor. oen.rally
- U Cameron or Rock-and in h farm wagon eulkv Dlow assort- >°c*ted. Write R.H.B.” care Tlie Cou-sald County of Knox, being the wife n°rse iarm wagon. suiKy piow. assort , rl-r.Qa:,ptt<,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John of Cyrtl Stanley Cameron, respectfully ch»lns W. Y. PIPER. Camden rier_ Gazette* . 1 road. Warren. 119*1142Marshall left Tnriav (Tuesriavi to represents that she was lawfully mar- Marsnau, leit joaay (Tuesday » to rled u, said Cyril Stanley Cameron.
return to her home ln New Bedford, at said RockJand on the ninth day CANARIES for sale, reasonable^ 
of February. A. D. 1928. that they S^TT®- Washington. Me. P. O
Mass. j never lived together as husband and ! dress R No 2 Union.
... .... wile; that your libellant haa always;”-----------------------------------Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore and conducted herself towards her *-ald • HOT water heating plant for sale.
Ala­
nd- 
112U14
The Cou- 
___ 105-tf
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE 
FULLER, 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J. 105-tf
ROOMS to let. Apply a: MRS. FLORA 
COLLIN8. 15 Grove St. 105-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. all 
modern. Apply at CAMDEN and
Theresa Huntley were guests over husband as a faithful, true and affec- 1 complete; 9 radiators, large slate sink ■ ROCKLAND WATER CO.. TeJ. 634.tionate wife; that' on said ninth day of HOPKINS. Tel. 127 
February. A. D. 1928 the said Cyril 
Stanley Cameron utterly deserted your 
libellant without cause and that said 
utter desertion has continued for three 
consecutive years next prior to the fil­
ing of this libel; that the residence of 
the said Cyril Stanley Cameron ls un­
known to your libellant and cannot 
Rev. E. W. Lester of Garland, who be ascertained by reasonable diligence;
that there ls no collusion between your 
libellant and "
annual vacation of two weeks.
conducted the Sunday services at 
the Baptist Church, was weekend 
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Chester Wyllie.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews, ac­
companied by Mr.s. N. B. Eastman, 
Mr.s. Clara Lermond and Miss >1. 
Grace Walker, motored Sunday to 
Portland, where they spent the day 
with Mr. and Mrs. W. A Holman 
and Miss Eda St. Clair. Miss fit. 
Clair, who broke her wrist recently. 
Is gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear o! 
Chestnut Hill. Mass., and Warren, 
Mbs Dorothy Warner and Ernest 
Githens of Newton Centre, Mass., 
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker Of 
South Union enjoyed a recent fish­
ing trip of ten days at Frost Pond.
Mrs. Marilla Ccpeland has been 
a recent guest in Union of ML,s 
Mary Ware.
Mrs. Kenneth Donavan and 
brother Alton Feyler, and their 
friends, Mrs. Ethel Rathbone
the said Cyril Stanley 
Cameron to obtain a divorce 
WHEREFORE she prays that a divorce 
may be decreed between her and the 
said Cyril Stanley Cameron for the 
cause above set forth.
Dated at Rockland. Maine this sev­
enth day of September. A D. 1938
EVELYN D CAMERON 
STATE OF MAINE 
County of Knox. ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me 
th!>i seventh day of September, A. D 
1938.
HARRY E. WILBUR 
Notary Public
(Notarial Seal)
STATE OF MAINE
(L. S.)
KNOX. SS.
Clerk's Office, Superior Court.
In Vacation
Rockland. Sept-hiber 7, 
A. a 1938
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered. 
That the Libellant give notice to said 
Cvrll Stanley Cameron to appear be-
William Clough, returned Sunday 
to Providence, R. I., after being 
guests over thc weekend of Mr. and 
Mrs. William Stanford.
Crescent Temple. Pythian Sisters, 
will meet Friday night, supper to be 
served previous to the meeting under j 
direction of Mrs. Joseph Stickney 
and Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas.
Word has been received fro-n | 
Bangor of the recent accident in 
which Mrs. Grace Starrett suffered 
a broken leg.
Douglas Gray returned Sunday to 
Orono to continue his studies as a 
junior at University of Maine. Mr. 
and Mrs. Oecrge Gray motored m 
with him. *
Fred Bucklin feturned Monday to
111*113 105-tf
FORTY-flve acre farm for sale. 550 
ft. elevation, two miles from village. 
100 feet off state road; wood lot. blue­
berries. cranberries, other similar ber­
ries; 9-room house, newly painted and 
repaired and In excellent condition, 
running spring and pump well water 
ln house; large barn; land has south­
ern exposure and would make an ex­
cellent chicken farm. CHARLES C. 
CAMERON, Union. 112*114
! MISCELLANEOUS I
«**«•« **•*•* *4,4
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Dally 
Guide If requested. Questions an­
swered. 25c and stamp. GEO. JONES. 
Dlxmon-. Me 113*115
FRUIT Jars for sale. 50c doz ; Jelly 
classes. 25c doz. CHARLES CAMERON 
Union. Me. 112*111
HOUSEKEEPER wanted to care for 
nice home TEL 1222 or 108-W 112-tf
WORK promptly done. All sorts of 
i work, electrical service, wiring, parcels 
FIITED hardwood lor sale, dried or goods carried, repairing paintingirlor onvor 1 QAftfi n tZ Air FtUAVT r °under cover. Tel. 9469-12, K. W DEAN 
South Hope. 111*116
JOHN Deere No. 2 high lift mower 
for sale or exchange. BOX 38. R F D . 
No 4. Waldoboro. 111*113
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po-
eahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard 
and Junk wood. J B PAULSEN. Thom­
aston. Tel. 62 110-tf
HEAVY dry. soft wood for sale, .sawed,
slabs; delivered 45 cord In Thomaston; 
45 50 ln Rockland: l>i cords. 48 OVER­
LOCK'S MILL. Warren. Tel. 3-13. or 
Thomaston 25-4. 109-114
VERY good buys Superior lumber;
Matched pine boards: novelty pine sid­
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber 
and boards. JAMES Y. MESERVE Vfore our Sunerlor Onnrt -o H,lu “° ra . -sirrs y. .
at Rockland within and for the rtonntu Jefferson. Tel. North Whttelieldat oekland. ithin and for the County 
of Knox on the first Tuesday of Nov­
ember A. D 1938, by publishing an at­
tested copy of said Libel, and this 
order thereon, three weeks successively 
ln The Courier-Gazette a newspaper 
printed ln Rockland in our County of 
Knox, the last publication to be thirty 
days at least prior to said first Tuta- 
day of November next, that he may 
there and then In our said court ap- 
I pear and show cause. If any he have 
ana , Why the prayer of sa|d Libellant should
not be granted
HERBERT T. POWERS 
Justice of thc Superior Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of 
the Court thereon
Attest: MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
Clerk
U0*T*116
A Magic Word 
In a Magic 
* Ring—
Advertise
15-23. 107*115
WHITE Mountain refrigerator Ice
box. large size, fine condition. TEL 
186-R , 64 Summer St., city.
SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only
500 Sheets 8’/2xll 
Yellow Second 
Sheet
A Mean smooth sheet, for busi­
ness—for sehool—for typewriter.
Only 37c
for 500 sheet package
We Do Not Break Packages 
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE
work promptly and well done at rea­
sonable cost W. W STRONG. Tel. 
19-W. Rockland 111*113
WE are prepared to make your wool 
Into yarn. Write for prices. Also yarn 
for sale. If. A. BARTLETT, Harmony. 
Maine 104-113
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for 
nnd delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARD­
WARE CO. Rockland. ,cs.tr
LADIES--R"llable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair S ore. 24 Elm St Mall orders 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
S2-tf
WILLING WORKER 
WANTS A JOB
I am very anxious to secure 
work a I once. Electrician, any 
work of a mechanical nature, 
driving car or truck, in fact any­
thing. Could work for small 
wage if a bit of time were avail­
able Tuesday, Thursday and Sat­
urday to allow present small job 
to be continued.
WILBUR W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST„ ROCKLAND 
TEL. 19-W •
NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED 
AND WIRED OUT 
NEW SEWERS LAID 
ALSO CLEANED WHEN 
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS 
AND CEMENT WORK 
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
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The Striped Pig
When the Chief Surprise 
Was Strictly On the; 
Surnrisers
SUMMER VISITORS
At the height of the summer 
season there are many visitors in 
Rockland and vicinity, and The 
Courier-Gazette is very glad to 
chronicle them. To this end will 
you kindly send the names of 
your guests to this office, or noti­
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38 
brange street, telephone 873-R. 
We will greatly appreciate it.
W. A. Kennedy was given a birth­
day surprise party Friday night by 
members of his family and other 
relatives. He was presented with a 
birthday cake by Mrs. Maurice Wil­
son. The candles represented the 
number of his years, but the details 
remained under strict censorship. 
There were 13 in the group, includ­
ing the families of Maurice B. Ken­
nedy and Francis E. Havener.
Mr and Mrs. Harry L. Hazen of 
Somerville, Mass were recent guests 
of Mrs. Hazen's cousin Mrs. 
Ralph Norton, Camden street.
MLss Florence Glover, who was 
the guest last week of Miss S. Eliza­
beth Nash, leaves Friday for her 
home in Oakland, Calif.
Mrs William H. Weed has re­
turned from Winthrop. Mass., where 
she was the guest of Mrs. Fred E. 
Drew,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry 
and daughter Marie have returned 
from a motor trip to the White 
Mountains, where they found the 
autumn foliage unusually brilliant
The Four B's met for games and 
refreshments Saturday night at the 
hortie of Billy Tait, Holmes street.
Mrs. F. C. Davis of Rankin street, 
recently had as guests. Mr. and Mrs 
Henry Barbour of San Diego. Calif., 
and their daughter, Mrs. Ruth 
Littlefield of Arlington. Mass., who 
are spending this month with Mrs.
I. Lincoln Merrill at her summer 
home in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts, 
entertained A. H. Newbert Associa­
tion Friday night at their Martin's 
Point cottage, with Mrs. Florence 
Philbrook. Mrs. Bertha Borgerson 
and Mrs. Phosa Howard assisting 
hostesses. A tempting picnic sup­
per which preceded a social evening 
was enjoyed by 27 members.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley, 
daughter Corralie and Mrs. Hanley's 
mother, Mrs. Pauline Goodman, 
leave today for Boston, where they 
will go by boat to Norfolk, Va., to 
make their home. Their departure 
is a source of regret to their many 
friends in Rockland and vicinity.
Members of Milio Club, had lob­
ster dinner Sunday at the Flint cot­
tage. Holiday Beach, guests of Mrs. 
Warren Noyes.
Christmas Serving Club met Fri­
day afternoon with Mrs. George 
Davis at her home on Rankin street.
The yearly birthday party of Op­
portunity Class, for members and 
their families, takes place at the 
First Baptist Church Wednesday 
night at 7.30. Members please notice 
change in date and take Mite Boxes
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Chatto 
and family have returned from a 
week's visit in Sargentville.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose and Owen 
Rokes spent Sunday as guests of 
George Hall and Cora Hall at their 
new cottage at Lake Megunticook.
Mrs. Maude Cables, Mrs. Lina 
Carroll, Mrs. Addie Brown, Mrs. 
Reina Robinson, Miss Therese 
Smith and Mrs. Jennie Feyler. were 
the committee in charge of the 
public beano party, held Friday 
night in Odd Fellows hall. Special 
prizes went to Hazel Nash, Clara 
Hewett, Ellen Creighton, Hattie 
Brown and Maurice Wilson. The 
regular awards were won by Ida 
Huntley, Delia York, Ruth Benner, 
Dela Lowell, Ellen Folk, Athleen 
Carroll, Emily Wilson, Beatrice 
Beal. Lucy Rackliffe, Ruth Robin­
son, Jean Clough, Maurice Wilson, 
Dorothy Sukeforth, Gladys Harlow, 
Thelma Gardner, Elva Robarts, 
Winifred Sylvester, Abbie McDonald, 
Carrie House. Bessie Church. Alice 
Russell, Clara Hewett, Bernard 
Winchenbaugh, Fred True, Reina 
Robinson, Florence Rogers, Ellen 
Creighton, H. S. Harlow. Margaret 
Atkins. Clara Church, Katherine 
Estabrook, Hattie Brown, Ruth 
Brackett, Hazel Nash, Flora Ulmer, 
Leon Eartcr and Evelyn Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Angell of > 
Searsport have been visiting 
friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel are on 
a vacation trip through New Eng­
land.
Miss Georgia Howe, who has been 
visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. E. Daniels 
has returned to Brookiine, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Winchen­
baugh and daughters, Mrs. Theo­
dore Sylvester and Mrs. Edgar 
Crockett and Mr. Crockett are on a 
fortnight's trip to Washington, D. 
C., Mr. Winchenbaugh and Mrs. | 
Crockett are having their annual j 
vacations.
Mrs. A. B. Kalloch of Concord, I 
N. H„ is the guest of her daugh- ! 
ter, Mrs. 'Arthur Blackman,
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Post leave 
today for a trip over the Gaspe Pe­
ninsular.
Miss Georgia Howe who has been 
making an extended visit with Mrs. 
Clarence Daniels, has returned to 
Brookline, Mass.
Mrs. Ellen Fraser of Cornwall, 
Ontario is visiting her son Thomas 
Fraser, Lawn avenue.
Miss Barbara Bodman who has 
been employed in Bath during her 
school vacation is home.
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross have 
returned from a weekend spent in 
Hallowell, guests at the home of 
Mrs. Maria Patterson. Sunday in 
company with Mrs. Patterson, 
daughter Marie and son J. Manley 
Patterson, they motored to Monson 
to attend a field day of the S.U.V. 
and Auxiliary, side trips being made 
enroute.
Miss Kathleen Blackman has re­
turned from a week's visit with her 
grandmother, Mrs. 'Annie Black­
man, Thompson's Inn, South Bris­
tol.
Mrs. Ethel Halliday is visiting 
Miss Katherine McIntire in New 
York.
Miss Vivian Mullen Ls having a 
week's vacation from the Wool- 
worth store.
The McCarty cottage at Crescent 
Beach was the scene of a jolly 
gathering Friday night, which took 
the nature of a surprise party for 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. McCarty and 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, the 
former couple having been wedded 
30 years, and the latter 27. There 
were appropriate gifts and two wed­
ding cakes. The guests were Robert 
McCarty, Albert McCarty. Mrs. 
James Burgess, Mrs John Chis­
holm. Mrs. Arthur Doherty, Mr. and 
Mrs Ray Poley, Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
C. Gatcombe and Miss Joan Mou- 
laison. ■
Mrs. Mary B. Hudson of Augusta 
has been spending a week in Rock­
land. visiting Mrs. Ruth L. Bird.
George Snow of Miami has been 
in the city on his annual visit.
Miss Grace Knowlton is in Bos­
ton and Sharon, Mass., for an ex­
tended stay.
Mrs. Grover Knight was hostess 
to Thimble Club last night at sew­
ing and luncheon.
When in Attleboro. Mass., Sun­
day, Edward Gonia called upon his 
sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Gilstrap of 
Ceres, Calif., who is a patient at 
the Sturdy Hospital. Mrs. Gilstrap 
fell about two weeks ago, and suf­
fered a broken hip. It is expected 
that she will be able to leave the 
hospital in about a week. Mr.Gonia 
called at the home of another sister, 
Mrs. Lewis Fales, but found that 
she was at her cottage in Dennis.
genuine £nq raved
STATIONERY
JU Ihe Lnrest Mom la Htrtoryl
» VUdag Cards 
100 paneled card*, choice of 4 
Biles and 30 styles of engraving, 
PLATE INCLUDED, only — »1AI
Wedding Announcements 
or Invitations 
On white or Ivory stock—wed­
ding or plate finish. Inside and 
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN­
CLUDED ________________ M.H
Social Stationery 
Special itylee for men and women.A choice of lovely colors, mono 
grams and stylet oi engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED__________
12.25. 13.95 and up.
. Business Stationery •
800 business cards or Hammermill 
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN­
CLUDED. only___________»7JS
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CZECH AND DOVBI E CHECK! . , . Remembering 
Belgium's fate in 1014, Czechoslovakia whipped her 
small army into fighling trim to defend her moun­
tain borders against invasion. Three Czech infan­
trymen (bflowj take an enemy trench under fire 
during nation-wide fail maneuvers.
I*** a
re
i
( W ide World
NOT A LONG TIME be­
tween drinks” for this 
South Carolinian! Senator 
‘Cotton Ed' Smith (above), 
73-year-old political war- 
horse, cools off at well on 
his plantation at Lynch­
burg after winning renom­
ination in hot campaign 
against New Deal-backed | 
Gov. Olin Johnston.
TWO-TIMER . . . Col. Roscoe 
,^1 Turner holds Thompson trophy 
Wwon with record 283-m. p. h. 
1 flight around 300-mile closed 
course at Cleveland air races. In 
(capturing prize for second time, 
Ihe beat Frenchman Detroyat's
11936 record of 264 m. p. h.
EXTREMES MEET . . . Science’s pet, new synthetic material 
called koroseal, comes to rescue of Dither, New York Bronx 
zoo's pet anteater from wilds of South America. Declaring 
hunger strike, Dither refused food from any kind of vessel 
until enticed to lick milk from inside of koroseal tube.
DOG GOES. DOG-GONE IT . . . 
Pamelia Holmes, 7, tries to keep 
stiff upper lip though the law or­
dered her pal, Barry, huge St. Ber­
nard, be “exiled" from his Bellport, 
L. I., home because he was accused 
of keeping three small children in 
boat several hours. « •
Hints for Homemakers
By Jane Rogers
WE’VE been delving seriously into the decorating and mer­chandising field, and in our quest 
for news of homefurnishing trends 
we've discovered color is going to 
play ail extremely important part 
this fall and winter in the decora­
tion of your home and mine. Of 
all the colors, yellow with its tonal 
range is to be outstanding. This 
means it will be featured in uphol­
stery fabrics, in wallpaper, in paint 
and in draperies. A logical choice, 
yes, for it is cheery, warm and 
grand to live with during the dull 
winter months.
Even your new fall window 
shades will be in color. A tone 
called chrysanthemum yellow is the 
newest one on the horizon. When 
hung at your windows it gives your 
rooms a rich warm glow that is 
extremely pleasing; then too, it 
seems to bring the sunshine in­
doors even on grey days with the 
result that your home is a more 
pleasing, hospitable place to live in.
We've had another tip from the 
decorators—hang two shades at 
your windows they say—one for 
Inside color harmony, the second 
for outside street uniformity—and 
thereby save as much as 43 per cent 
heat. This last is a substantial 
item to consider when the winter 
snow and cold set in In earnest.
Be sure your cloth shades are 
hung on new rollers—of well sea­
soned wood—only then can you be 
sure your shades will hang straight 
and true, aiyl will work smoothly 
and silently.
Samuel Grayy of Old Town, 
head of the Sponson Canoe Co., was 
calling upon relatives in the city 
yesterday.
Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland 
was the guest of her mother, Mrs. 
Choris Jenkins over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, son 
Richard and Miss Virginia Leach 
returned last night from a motor 
trip to Niagara Falls. The trip 
home was made via the Storm King 
Highway and Bear Mountain 
Bridge, the speedometer registering 
1611 miles on their arrival in Rock­
land. They also made a brief call 
on Mr. and Mrs. William Parker 
(Ervilla Stoddard) in East Hamp­
ton, Mass.
fe
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MAINE BALLADS
Robert P. Tristram Coffin Writes 
of Average Human Beings and 
Happenings
I From the press of The MacMillan 
, Company comes another Maine book 
I —this time it is Robert P Tristram 
1 Coffin's “Maine Ballads"—ballads, 
as the author himself says, have 
“that irreducible minimum of 
adornment which oral literature de-
mands; they are to be judged not again as R nefit^ c)ose my eI(x)w 
by the usual poetic standards. Some , haye t0 with memorips of my 
of them, judged by such, are little own chudhood spent on a Maine 
more than doggerel. They are to farm memories dtep in my hear, 
be judged, both in style and in plot. twJ thal none the ballads withhl 
by the principles of folk design the coyeR. appea, ,0 me more thaa
To sum it all up, Prof. Coffin .gows ^re Coming Home in Maine.” 
writes of average human beings and whUe my Majnf farm did not havo 
happenings, along the rugged coast
of Maine, with its islands and coves 
and shore farms. In the ballads 
we find Maine fog and rain, snow 
and sleet, sun and wind, farm and 
shore, sea and woods. We read of 
the man who built a spite-fence, cf 
the woman who left her husband 
after 40 years of married life, of 
the man who found peace in the
rhythm of rocker, of the lazy Yan-1 CIean and homely from the neids 
cey's, of the miser conquered byI Their mouths are full j>t wild, sweet 
sand, of the splendid man tied to a I But they" move their fragrant cud
slattern wife. In the 42 ballads 
the book contains, we read pictures 
in other words, of small-village 
Maine men and women—people who 
are neglected, lonely, frustrated, 
ill-natured, sordid, beautiful, noble.
They are all woven into ballads so 
truly Maine, or New England, that 
perhaps outside of Maine or New 
England Mr, Coffin's book may not 
find the deep and satisfying appre­
ciation that it will receive in the 
native setting.
While the collection does not 
rank with Prof. Coffin's "Saltwater 
Farm" or "Strange Holiness," both
exceptionally fine pieces of writing,' Cou:d each home be air conditioned 
Then the morning, noon and night(and we have an idea the poems 
were not written with that idea in 
mind) the ballads contain such fine 
simplicity of writing and so much 
appeal in the yarns themselves, that 
the book will meet with wide read­
ing and be remembered when one 
speaks of Prof. Coffin whose total 
of books now reaefies nearly a score, 
and covers poetry, biography, an 
autobiography, lectures, textbooks, 
novels and history.
Reviewing his notable activities, 
it is not amiss to repeat that Prof. 
Coffin was National Honor Poet in 
1935. and won the Golden Rose of 
the New England Poetry Society I 
in 1936. In that same year his* 1 
volume of poems “Strange Holiness" 
won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. 
He has appealed before numerous 
universities, colleges and clubs as 
lecturer. Rockland was among the 
fortunate cities to hear Prof. Coffin 
two years ago when he was pre­
sented at an open meeting of the 
Methebesec Club. The event still
- ..
"S,< K-jH'i./f H'orMlj
GLASS OF FASHION . . . Decorative 
note for homes is this new fire-screen 
(below) fashioned of ''toughened” glass, 
made possible by discovery of special 
tempering process. Screen adds charm 
to all-glass fireplace in rich brown, trim­
med with bands of deep red and topped 
by peach-tinted mirror.
y
shines warmly in the hearts of 
those who were fortunate enough 
to hear him at that time. Not long 
ago. Prof. Coffin acquired a new 
farm, on the Kennebec River, at 
Merrymeeting Bay. with an 18th 
century farmhouse with many fire­
places, one of them big enough to 
put a whole tree in. He himself says. 
“I am back home in Maine now for 
good. In ths words of the old 
hymn, 'I am living in Canaan now.' ” 
Turning back to "Maine Ballads"
the . . . bells that ring on reefs out 
on the deep,” or "lighthouse lamps ’ 
burning in the distance, it did have 
such settings as—
"Cows are coming home In Maine 
Through juniper and bayberry.
And half the world ls lacy fir—
A’ong the stonewalls and the dusk 
The cow-paths come up very steep.
The cows come swinging, nose to tall. 
With day's light on their western sides.
Side to side, as If they had 
Nothing but comfort In their blood.
Oh, what pictures it brings to me, 
a heart pain that hurts!
G S. H.
HOPE UFFF.KKFD
|Por The Courier-Gazette]
Someone's pet keeps loudly howling 
Beside my window where I sleep— 
When pets allow me
And desert their constant yowling ln 
the air.
Dogs are comforts to their owners 
When a prowler tries the door.
Cats are maiden ladles' pleasure 
When they purr on chair or floor, ever­
more.
Might be sacred 'o the owner 
With It sealed hermetically tight— If 
It might!
Where no sound of dogs' vzlld barkings 
No epilogue of cats' fierce screams 
Could penetrate the vastnesa 
Cf a home where comfort beams—ln
your dreams.
In the middle of the nlgh‘
When you're feeling very 111 
Dogs and cats around your home 
Fill your heart—not with delight ln the
night.
Rickland Owl
COMIQUE THEATRE
CAMDEN, MAINE
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, SEPT. 21-22
“The Adventures Of Marco Polo” 
with Gary Cooper
SHOWS AT 2.00. 7.00. 9.00
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
What good times we used to have
when we were girls and boys? Yes! 
and the old people seemed to enjoy 
fun in those days as well as we. I 
remember one winter especially we 
had been having several surprise 
parties around town at the farm 
houses.
My brother and I were living with 
our grandparents that winter. I 
think I was about 14 or 15 and 
brother two years younger. We 
lived about five miles back in the 
country from Belfast and every 
week grandfather would go in and 
get a story paper and we would get 
cur work done as soon as we could 
and then all sit down and I would 
read aloud. I remember we were 
reading a continued story and 
grandfather had been to the city 
and got the paper. And as soon as 
dinner was over, we cleared tlie 
table and sat down to read the last 
chapters. It was very interesting 
and it was nearly 4 o'clock, when 
there came a rap at the door. A 
boy had come to tell us there would 
be a surprise party at our house 
that night. Well talk about work­
ing! We had something to do. Thc 
house was large and we had every 
convenience. We built a fire in the 
parlor and another in the back 
kitchen. We had two large loaves 
of fruit cake on hand, and that 
morning had fried doughnuts and 
made pies — mince, apple and 
pumpkin—so We got two large spare 
ribs ready with dressing and put 
them in the oven to roast, and then 
set the table. Grandfather got 
some new boards and fixed them 
for a long table which we set in the 
back kitchen, as it was a large room 
and we could keep it closed from 
one entrance and go in to it from 
the pantry which was large also, 
and we could carry on our work and 
no one knew but ourselves.
They began to come about 7 
o'clock. There were about 40 peo­
ple. from 12 to 70 years of age, and 
by 8 o'clock all were having a good 
time, playing.: I think we started 
in /with button, who’s got the but­
ton? Then followed twirl the cover, 
mitten, or clap in clap out. .then 
ring plays, chase the squirrel, etc. 
Taking hold of hands we could 
circle round through the front hall, 
sitting room, dining room, nursery, 
front bedroom to the parlor.
I think we had the most fun see­
ing the old people pay their pawns, 
make bobsleds and pick cherries. 
Every once in a while grandma or 
I would slip out and do a little to­
wards our supper, and no one 
missed us. About 9 or half-past, 
everything was ready, even to hot 
cream biscuit. Then we opened the 
doors and grandma invited them all 
to come out and see the striped pig. 
All looked at her, then someone be­
gan to sniff and said I smell him. 
I smell him. and started for the 
back kitchen, and you can imagine 
the fun better than I can tell you. 
There was the table set the whole 
length of the room. On it was roast 
sparerib with dressing, cranberry 
sauce, mashed potatoes, onions, 
mashed turnip, squash, cucumber 
pickles, hot biscuit, with plum pre­
serves, homemade cheese, butter 
etc., doughnuts, apple, mince, and 
pumpkin pie, fruit cake, tea and 
coffee, apples, cider and popcorn.
After all were satisfied the room 
was closed and again the plays were 
started, but about It o’clock they 
began to harness up their teams 
and go home. But it was many 
day before we heard the last of the 
striped pig.
• Delora E. Morrill
66 Central street, Rockport,
WOOD-SIMMONS
MLss Evelyn Martha Simmons of 
Rockland daughter of Mrs. Henry A. 
Simmons and the late Henry A. 
Simmons, and Lawrence Payson 
Wood, of North Waterford, son of 
Grace L Wood and the late Frank 
P. Wood, were united in marriage 
on Sunday morning. Sept. 18 at the 
Baptist Parsonage, in Rockland, by 
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. They 
werc attended by Mr. and Mrs. 
Franklin H. Wood, of this city.
Mrs. Wood graduated from the 
Rockland High School in 1927. Mr 
Wood is now located at Sanford. 
Maine, where he is sales agent for 
the John Deere farm machinery.
The couple left for Sanford soon 
after the ceremony.
FALL SPECIAL
KEG. $5.00 PERMANENT WAVES
$3.00
REG. §7.00 PERMANENT WAVES 
Specially designed fcr thc new “push up" 
Coiffure
$5.00
All permaneal waving and styling don* by 
Al personally
AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
ROCKLAND, MAINE
(^SNAPSHOT CUIL
PATTERN PICTURES
Long shadows, with the sun as a ready-made spotlight—and the potted 
flower is twice as Interesting. Don't overlook the pattern in the floor 
grooves.
PATTERNS make fascinating pic­tures, and they are all around you—shadow patterns, ornamental 
Ironwork, window grilles, railings, 
wheels, stacks of lumber, piles of 
drain tile—even groups of people in 
a formal arrangement.
Include a definite pattern ln your 
pictures, and they will have an uu- 
asual, "different” quality.
When you go to the beach look 
!or patterns in sand ripples and the 
shadows cast by beach grass. Climb 
i high bank or diving tower, and 
shoot down on your crowd when 
they are sunning themselves in a 
circle or formal arrangement like 
the spokes of a wheel which gives 
pattern interest to the picture.
Take pictures of scenes through 
things, such as ornamental iron­
work. The outlines form patterns 
which make the scenes more inter­
esting. Picture a tennis player 
through the net or racket—or let 
him hold the racket so that the sun 
casts an Interesting criss-cross 
shadow pattern on his face.
TENANT'S HARBOR
George A. Bamford of New Yolk 
son of Mrs. Blanche Slingsby John­
son has arrived to make his home 
with his mother at Long Cove and 
will give saxophone and flute les­
sons in the near future. Mr. Bam­
ford has played with Paul White- 
man and Leo Reisman orche.it■' “>. 
also with Myer Davis at the Copley 
Plaza Hotel, Boston. He has b-cn 
playing in public since he was 13 
years old. and plays several other 
mouth instruments besides the sax­
ophone and flute.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Velma Morse went last week io 
Portland and will attend Deerin": 
High School.
Schools in own opened Monday.
Russell Smith, Ruth Smith an". 
Ernestine Withee will attend High 
School in Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. Mvron Sprague ar?
For “ICE” Service
CALL
HAVENER’S ICE CO 
Tel. 792
55’56t!
Wednesday Night Is 
Award Night, $325
MOVIE QUIZ«»
THURSDAY
Fir-dill- RARTHOUOMFW 
.Spencer TRACY ■ 
1 innol
Mt-lvyn DOUGLAS
TODAY
“SONS OF THE LEGION"
Out in the country, try picturing 
scenes through wheels of farm 
equipment—for Instance, “frame” a 
landscape through the tall wheel of 
a hay rake. The spokes and rim of 
the wheel give pattern interest. In 
town, picture shadow patterns on • 
brick sidewalk or street. The shad­
ows give one kind of pattern inter­
est, and the pattern of the paving 
adds another.
When a new house is going up— 
before the roof and weatherboard- 
ing are put on—there are pattern 
chances in the framing and roof tim­
bers. Get inside, point the camera 
upward, and picture workmen on 
the roof. Look for pictures, too, in 
the steelwork of bridges and tres­
tles, and in the criss-cross patterns 
of wires and cross-beams at the top 
of telephone poles.
It’s fun to hunt patterns, and they 
add new interest to your pictures. 
Keep your eye open for them, and 
snap any that look good.
John van Guilder.
now jiving in Mrs. Margaret 
Sprague's house.
*
Today & Wednesday£ ™ 
picture of 
'*■, her dazzling
HA. career!
■Ky'"SONIA
HENIE-GREENE
W W
A 20th Century-Tom Picture
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
They’re Back Together 
Again ... The World’s 
gay dancing sweethearts 
in the greatest of all 
their showsj^ks
FRED
ASTAIRE
GINGER
ROGERS
CAREVCtF
Lyrici and music by
I R V I N C
BERLIN...
(KO RADIO P I C I U R I
This is ohe ol Ihe MOVIE QUIZ 
$250,00000 CONTEST PICTURES
Rockland Tel M3 
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45. 
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
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James I successfully submerged m 
the Thames by means of a craft 
evolved by a Dutch physician and 
described by his contemporaries as 
'an ordinary large rowboat, decked 
over with stout greased leather.'
“As improvement followed im­
provement. submarines were built to 
run by steam; later by two sets of 
machinery, an oil Diesel engine for 
surface navigation and electric mo­
tors for undersea driving. Within 
the last two years a single power 
plant for both purposes has made 
modem submarine history. Perfec­
ted by Germany, and already in­
stalled in her new craft, a single 
Diesel engine is used, driven, when
Jekyll and Hyde
That’s How They Style the 
Submarine With Its Very 
Many Uses
The recent announcement by
Spanish Loyalists of the opening of 
a submarine mail route between 
Valencia and Barcelona—separated 
by land wedge held by Insurgents 
—reminds a contact-conscious world 
of increasing possibilities ln under­
sea transport.
“The submarine, generally feared 
as death's agent at sea. is not always 
a wartime aggressor," points out a
bulletin from the Washington. D. C. j submerged, on a mixture of hydro­
headquarters of the National Geo- gen and ox5 8en- 
graphic Society. “It has served ,Before the Periscope was per- 
science, navigation, and commerce- fected' submersibles rose and dipped 
and even Cupid, as a messenger :ike whales in order to see what
bearing letters and gilts. Ithey were abouL one of the early
I craft being called ‘The Intelligent
World War Merchantmen Whale.' Today, they not only ‘see’
“During the months preceding below water, but talk as well, fol- 
America's entrance into the World lowing last year's first successful 
War. stories of merchant submarine demonstration of radio broadcast- 
activity frequently made the head- j ing from a fully submerged boat, 
lines. Oermany announced that “On big ships, living quarters for 
she would run a regular submarine men and officers now have steam 
service to neutral countries. Two heat and plenty of locker room, j 
of her undersea merchantmen, the There are scientific air regenerators.'
Deutschland and Bremen, were re­
ported as secretly' sailing from this 
port and that, carrying fabulous 
cargoes of securities. Jewels, and 
gold, nickel, medical supplies, dye­
stuffs. and milk, as well as impor­
tant documents destined for the 
Kaiser tn Oermany and his Am­
bassador at Washington. They 
were given up variously as ‘lost.’ 
'sunk by the British; 'landed in thc
and a refrigerating system for J 
tropical trips. In the cook’s gallev. 
electric urns keep coffee and soup; 
ready and hot.
“New American models carry their 
own post office and mail clerk For 
emergencies, there is a modem es­
cape mechanism. Before going to 
sea. neophytes learn in deep-water
An Old Directory
(Continued from Page One)
Titbetts, Fannie M . h 108 Middle. 
Tibbett'. Fannie M.. student, h 16 
Claremont.
, Tibbetts. Geo IM . painter. 75 Grace 
I Titbetts. iHenry G. iH. G Tibbetts! 
& Co., grocers 434 Main) h 30, 
High.
j Tibbetts, H. G. & Co., i Hiram G. 
Tibbetts. Will C. French grocers) 
434 Main.
Tibbetts. Herman E„ section hand, 
h 61 Grace.
Tibbetts. John A. student, h 108 
Middle.
Tibbetts. T. E„ dentist. 359 Main, 
h 108 Middle
Tibbetts. Wm. F, shipping commis­
sioner. 696 Main, h 117 New Coun­
ty road.
Tibbetts, Wyman T„ stone cutter, 
h 184 Main.
Tighe. Francis, cabinet maker, h j 
51 Masonic.
Tighe. Geo. H.. painter, h 51 Ma- | 
sonic.
Tillson. Mrs. Davis, h 526 Main. 
Timlow. Grace S . matron House of 
Good Shepherd. 2 Maple.
Titus, Arthur J., cigar maker, h 
120 Limerock.
Titus. Chas. M.. clerk W. C. Pooler, 
h 120 Limerock.
Titus. Daniel W.. h 12 Edward. 
Titus. Emma H., clerk, h 12 Ed­
ward. 1
Titus. George, ship carpenter, h 42 
Main. |
Titus. Geo. L., mariner, h James 
Wharf.
Titus. Mrs. Lydia A., widow. 12 Ed­
ward.
Titus, J. W. h 120 Limerock.
Tolman. Adelbert J., market gar­
dener. h West Meadow road. i 
Telman, Elliot T.. h 25 North Main 
Tolman. Ernest A., quarryman. h 
334 Limerock.
Tolman. Franklin, farmer, h Old 
County road.
Tolman, Hiram, h Old County road 
Tolman. Maud E., telephone central, j 
h 31 Ocean.
Torrey. Albert M.. laborer, h 44 
Winter.
Torrey. Mrs. Alice E.. milliner, h 4 
Grace.
Torrey. Chas M . master mariner, h j 
14 Frederick
Torrey, Geo. E., (J. G. Torrey & 
Son) brass founders. 491 Main, h 
8 Summer.
Torrey, Jchn P. h 82 Broad, 
j Torrey, J. G. & Son. (George E 
Torrey) bass founders. 491 Main.
Torrey. Mrs. J. G.. widow, h 8 Sum­
mer.
Torrey. Mrs. S. M.. h 35 Grace street 
place.
To'.man. Samuel S„ mason, h 29 
Lisle.
Tcwer. Prince Albert, carriage trim­
mer, h 6 T.
Towl^. John M. cooper, h 6 Gurdy.
Towle. J. M„ harness maker, bds 1.
. Pleasant.
The 1938 season of the Lakewood [ Tracy. Martin J., laborer, h 10 Wil- 
Players comes to a close Saturdav I low.
night following a successful sea-1 Tr?ftsn- Alonzo, quarryman. h Old 
With the slogan. Motion Pictures Years later, it was the same Feld ' son of 17 plays.
Province of Quebec, Vacation-Land Extraordinary Traveling Around America
Q*
OLD
WINDMILL,
GASPE
(iisrhmf
ssnlmm
QUEBEC AND 
CHATEAU FRONTENAC
SPINNING WHEELS 
STILL IN USE
reached from the United States, 
is a fascinating vacation area. Mont-
tanks to use the 'submarine para-! real, with a million people and al-
chute’ that may carry them from a
West Indies.' or 'safely at anchor sunsen craft back to the safety of 
in United States harbors'
“Actually, according to official
records, the Deutschland, as post­
man. rang just twice at American 
ports, docking at New London, 
Conn., and Baltimore. Md. The 
Bremen was. and still is. a mystery 
ship of the War. So many rumors 
were circulated and wild yams told 
of her career that one newspaper 
finally printed an editorial entitled, 
'1s there a Bremen?'
Aids Navigation and Exploration
“Today, scientists and explorers, 
finding few blank spots left on the 
earth's surface, are diving under­
seas Sent to Caribbean waters 
Iast year, the third submarine ex­
pedition of the U. S. Navy Depart­
ment returned with valuable infor­
mation on forces of gravity, gen­
eral depth findings useful for navi­
gation. and new features of the 
ocean floor, including a submerged 
mile-long mountain ridge, three 
ancient volcanoes, and a deep ocean 
valley north of Puerto Rico In 
geophysics, the submarine Is specif­
ically useful in determining thc 
earth's weight.
"In the field of Arctic exploration, 
explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson ad­
vocated as far back as 1918 the 
practical use of submersibles as 
polar ‘floating laboratories.' Travel­
ing under ice, they would avoid 
rough, snow-and-ice-blocked land, 
he later declared, yet be able to come 
up, ‘like whales in the leads be­
tween the floes.' to make radio re­
ports. take water samples, and study 
ocean life.
"The Wilkins-Ellsworth Sub­
marine Expedition to the North 
Pole in 1931 was not successful, but 
Sir Hubert Wilkins is now working 
on plans for a specially constructed 
submarine ln which to make the 
trip next year. Hls objective, lie 
stated in a recent article of the Na­
tional Geographic Magazine, 'is to 
provide with that submarine com­
fortable living quarters and a mobile 
base for scientists who will later 
maintain a weather forecasting sta 
tion between Point Barrow and the 
North Pole;
"In connection with its extensive 
northern program, Soviet Russia, 
according to a news report published 
in that country, is Interested in a 
similar project under polar ice. 
Submersibles, in time, may open to 
communication ports long ice-bound 
in winter.
“Eventually, experts in the field 
predict, submarines will be widely 
used not only as deadly navies in 
war but on regular trade and pas 
senger routes in peace. One advan­
tage of the underseas craft is that 
they can duck beneath the waves 
to avoid storms, as airplanes rise 
above them. Already they have 
served in ocean treasure hunts and 
in recovering cargo from sunken 
craft. Employing his own 'wreck 
finder,' inventor Simon Lake, re­
sponsible for many of the present 
day marvels of submarine activity, 
located 16 drowned ships in one 
salvage venture in Long Island 
Sound.
Safer “Subs”
“Thanks to modern inventions 
that permit submersibles to see, 
dive, and steer, as well as afford 
some comfort to their crews, thc 
submarine today is very different 
from the crude early ships in which 
men experimented and died
“The first known submarine boat, 
invented in the 16th century, was 
little more than a covered barge, 
with a hollow mast running through 
the center up to the water's surface 
to sdtnlt air.
Several decade,', laler, King
water's surface.
First Submarine Attark in 
American Revolution
“Contrary to general belief, the 
World War did not see the first 
submarine attack. In 1776. a Con­
tinental one-man submersible at­
tempted to plant a bomb in the 
hull of a British ship in New York 
harbor; the bomb, however, ex­
ploded harmlessly.
"Undersea craft were tried out in 
the War of 1812. and again when 
the Danish blockaded the German 
coast in 1850. It remained for theI 
American Civil War to finish the 
lesson. Although the price paid ir. j 
life and ships was heavy, the Con­
federate 'Davids' (so called because 1 
of comparison in size with Federal!
most as many atractions, and the 
ancient city of Quebec, have at their 
door a vast provincial countryside 
with an unstaged panorama of life 
as it was in French Canada nearly 
three centuries ago. Its ancient folk­
lore and folksongs, its spinning- 
wheels and open-air ovens, its 
wayside shrines and innumerable 
churches — all these Impress the 
tourist who is looking for something 
new and different. For here is pic­
tured the life of peaceful French-
"il J I OLvt
OLD HOUSE, ISLE 
OF ORLEANS
Candian farmers who carry on the 
old traditions of France with loyalty 
to New France. Canada's Province 
of Quebec.
Fascinating Isle of Orleans on the 
mighty St. Lawrence River is sq 
near Quebec City—it may be seen 
from the lofty tower of the Chateau 
Frontenac—that it attracts many 
visitors. Like life on Quebec's lower 
mainland and famous Gasp4 Penin­
sula across the St. Lawrence River, 
the isle is much as it was when 
French-Canada was young. Gasp£, 
from the Micmac Indian word “Gas- 
peg," means the and, like Land's 
End in England. The peninsula 
covers 11.400 square miles and has 
been described as “a huge finger
from the mainland reaching out 
(170 miles) into the Gulf of St. Law 
rence." The Gasp£ is reached by rail, 
steamship and motor car.
And the Laurentian Mountain re­
gion with its trout fishing in lakes 
and streams on the Labelle line ot 
the Canadian Pacific, where big 
speckled beauties, brown trout, bass 
and other game fish are just waiting 
for the cast of a fly or proper bait! 
There's an expert in Canada, A. O. 
Seymour, Windsor Station, Mont­
real. who knows all about fishing in 
the Laurentians and everywhere in 
Quebec, and as the friend of all fish­
ermen he will send free information 
that is helpful to old Ike Walton’s 
disciples.
H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S 
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R
By Chuck Cochard
'Goliaths') finally proved to the I ^re Your Best Entertainment, the who had a lot to do with Crosby 
national motion picture campaign getting his Paramount studio con-
got off to a flying start last week, tract. Now still later. Bing Crosby
In an elaborate yet simple "Movie remembers all that, and before mak-
Quiz' contest more than $250,000 ing any kind of a deal for hls one
will be given away in prizes. A picture away from the Paramount
total of 5 404 prizes will be awarded, lot with Universal, demanded that
_ . And best of all there will be no Milton Feld be the producer of the
Scott F. Kittredge Issues tricks or catches of any sort The Crosby-Universal picture And he is.
world that undersea vessels could 
effectively damage and sink enemy 
craft."
Unde Sam In Maine
Lakewood Theatre
BRIDLE PATHS A LA CHILE
/’MULE'S brand of bridle riths 
leaves nothing to tho imaglna 
tion. There are mile upon mile of 
, natural turf trails leading through 
forests Hashing with flowers, along 
j lovely lakes circled with charming 
1 little resort towns, past sparkling
I waterfalls and quiet trout streams 
presenting constantly, and ln almost 
every direction, vistas of magmti 
cent snow-shrouded mountains un 
excelled ln beauty anywhere In lhe 
world.
Riding is one of the favorite pas 
times of travelers visiting Chile on 
the weekly cruises from New York
County road
Trainer. Wm. J., truckman.
Sufolk place.
Tra«k. E. F. hostler, bds Hotel Sa­
voy. •
Tripp, Leonard M. electrian East- i 
ern Tel. Co., h Pond road. 
Meanwhile, however. "The show i Trohon. Luke, ship carpenter, h 6
Seme cf the company has already 
left for Broadway and other places. 
Deris Dalton is already rehearsing 
in a new play.
h 29
The Chilenos are enthusiastic fol­
lowers of tbe turf and trail, and polo 
enthusiasts as well — the horses 
make excellent mounts and the 
rental rates at tbe present rate of 
exchange are surprisingly low. Tor 
trips into the Interior poncho-clad 
cowboys are availa'le as guides. 
These huasot, as they are called ln 
Chile, are expert horsemen well ac­
quainted with the interesting sights 
to be seen in out-of-the-way villages. 
When not employed as guides they 
are generally taking part ln a 
Chilean rodeo which ls one of the 
most interesting sights to be seen 
in the ranch country.
SAVE AT LEAST §1,600.000,000,
ARC WELDING TELLS INDUSTRY
Welding by the electric arc is creating a new era in industry 
These candid shots show welders at work (left) building truck 
bodies: (center) steel ship construction and (right) automobile pas­
senger var inanutacturc.
Linden
Trueworthy. Ivan A., painter. 8 Oak. 
h 12 Clarendon.
Trueworthy, Acel E.. h 12 Claren­
don.
Trumm. Chas. N.. mariner, h 36 
Pine.
Trumm. Mrs Fannie, dressmaker, h 
37 Limedock.
goes on' at Lakewood. The Play­
ers are currently presenting "The 
Milky Way," a comedy staged by 
Melville Burke with nine persons, 
including Warren Hymer famous 
film actor, who came East from
Statement As To Federal purpose of the campaign is to bring That's real friendship 
Mr. and Mrs. America back to the . . . •
theater Be sure and get those con- ] There are more than 16.961 story Hollywood especially to play in hls 
test books now from your favorite titles registered with the Hays office father's new play. “Land Of Honey" 
theater. (Motion Icture Producers Atsoci- which was presented last week.
• • • • ation) ln Hollywood. A new player is being presented
Joan Crawford should regain all . . • • this week too. Virginia Myrick also
lost laurels in her current pictue
Activities
The jury of award, after judg­
ing thousands of studies submit­
ted in the $200,000 award pro­
gram of the James F. Lincoln
Federal activity in Maine during 
the period from March. 1933. through 
June. 1938. has recently been tabu­
lated in order to show the results 
obtained from the loans and ex­
penditures made on the work relief 
and public works programs, accord­
ing to a statement released by Scott 
F. Kittredge, the Executive Assist­
ant for the National Emergency 
Council for Maine.
In listing the 21 major Govern­
ment agencies participating, to­
gether with a brief summarization 
of their activities, the statement 
points out that these Federal pro­
grams have been carried out with 
the co-operation of State, county, 
municipal and local bodies.
The Public Works Administration, 
through loans and grants, has com­
pleted 31 projects including the fol­
lowing: 18 schools and other proj­
ects covering waterworks projects, 
disposal plants, and hospitals. In 
addition, as of June 30. 1938. there 
were eight projects under construe 
tion. The P.W.A. has already allot 
ted funds to 14 (non-Federali new 
projects (July 25. 1938) in Mainp. 
These include seven school build­
ings. one waterworks system, two 
bridges, one town hall, one fire sta­
tion, and one sewer system.
The Works Progress Administra­
tion has constructed, through its 
works program, more than 136 miles 
of new highways, roads, and streets; 
improved 995 mile s of other roads, 
and constructed 92 highway bridges. 
A total of 36 new public buildings 
were erected, and 85 additional 
buildings were improved; more than 
56 of the buildings were school 
buildings and one was a recrea­
tional building. The remainder in­
cluded 14 courthouses, offlces and 
other administrative buildings.
Other W.P.A. projects completed 
included 16 athletic fields, nearly 19 
miles of new water lines, and 35 
miles of sewer lines.
W.P.A. non-construction projects 
include the production of approxi­
mately 602,200 garments, the serving 
of 56.000 hot lunches to school chil­
dren. and the repair of 22.000 public 
school annd library books.
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
AND SILVER 
Clarence E. Daniel* 
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Trussell. Jennie W. dressmaker 37 Arc Welding Foundation, today
Limerock. h same. announced that $1,600,000,000 can
Trussell. Orlando S. (Morse. Trus- be saved American industry by 
sell & McLoon Machine Co.. Sea» wider application of arc welding
h 37 Limerock. ; This official finding of the jury
"Too Hot to Handle' starring from Hollywood. Miss Myrick is ! Tuckerman. Mrs. T A h 172 Main IS based upon demonstrated claims 
Turner. John, farmer, h Bog road.
306 Main,
h 149 Limerock. Main h ' agers and we'd’nf! experts—some
"The Shining Hour” the story of a Clark Gable and Myma Loy that the wife of Warren Hymer and this ! ^tt!r'cU‘mnk“grocerD306I Main. °f the contestants—leadin« en8‘- 
dancing girl, in which si e is ap- perfect pair of “Test Pilot." ls grand is her first visit to Maine. . h 149 Limerock. neers, architects, production man­
pearing with Melvyn Douglass entertainment with plenty of thrills. “The Milky Way" is a rollicking Tuttle. Pred A clerk 306 main. n | wj,om are jrom thjs section 
Robert Young, and Margeret Sulll- The story concerns the battle of, comedy of a milkman in New York hl^amster h Ingra. the state.
van . . . "Stablemates" co-starring wits between rival newsreel camera- City, who is erroneously credited j ham's hill.' ! Economies were indicated in
Wallace Beery and Mickey Rooney men Clark Gable and Walter i with knocking out the middleweight Tuttle, Henry 8 . master mariner, every division of industry and, 
America's number one boyfriend. Pidgeon. Best scenes burning ship champion and is drawn into the I h 6 Marine. consequently, to the public at
ought to be a "natural" for these I.t sea and crashing of M.ss Loys fight business against his wishes . A L.. h 92 Camden. £ge. ^amples^f payings de-
two comedians. It s a story cen-; plane. An excellent three Star-Llte In the end Tie wins the champion- John p joiner h U7 North dude: automobiles, engine and
tering around a race track. ■ picture. ship and his own dairy. 1 Main. gasoline economy, $400 per car;
, . . » .... Warren Hymer plays the role ot Tyler, Lemuel Q h 19 Pleasant. new type oil well machinery,
A brilliant future belongs to Rutn "Room Serv‘<*" featuring those the milkman and Owen Davis Jr. | 'I*ler' MarV c- h 92 Camden.
Hussey after her work in “Rich Man madcaPs of comedy' the ^arx the real champion. A. H. Van Buren 
Poor Girl''—a beautiful but talented ! Brcthers' and Lucille Ball. Ann appears as the prize fight manager.. 
young actress Lew Ayres also I MiUer is vety funn>'- but lacks thc Miss Myrick is the milkman's sister, j 
headed for stardom again because PcIish of other Mar’ Plctures The cause of a11 the trouble m the first 
of his fine "Cousin Henry" portrayal fl.lm version Tacks the many lau«hs Place . Kath?n ?!™ey'_“ 8 
in the same picture. He will now
$16,200,000; steel ship construc­
tion, $178,500,000, and building of 
motor trucks, $11,000,000.
Studies submitted in the Lin­
coln Foundation’s award program 
further showed many owners of 
garages and metal shops are ex­
panding business by doing their 
own welding. Engineers of the 
Ford Motor Co. declare, according 
to the company’s official maga­
zine, that the cost of producing 
a V-8 car without welding would 
total $3,000.
The Foundation's award pro­
gram, which began 18 months ago, 
was judged by 31 engineering 
authorities from leading universi­
ties throughout the country, and 
has been hailed by leaders in sci­
ence, education and industry as a 
valuable contribution to indus­
trial progress in America.
f i of the stage play. Also disappoint- cracking girls of the sports world 
play the lead in “Young Dr Kil- in? U the fact ,hat Chico and HarP9 has her best comedy role of the sea- 
dare." flrst of a series of pictures do not Play the Piano or ,he harp son
depicting the life of the famous Iin the P‘cture' You'll like it though Others in the final cast include
doctor ln fleton. Lionel Barrymore A 2’’ Sta>"-Lite .comedy. 
wUl also be ln the cast. Oeorge that h<?
BLACK WATCH BAND TO OPEN EXPOSITION
Charlie McCarthy Says: “Let ’er Go!
Charlie McCarthy, in spite of college degree 
and national acclaim, is like other bright little 
boys when it comes to trains and locomotives. 
With an engineer’s cap set jauntily on his 
head, he places his hand with customary 
aplomb on the throttle of the SUPER CHIEF 
to pilot it on his recent return to Hollywood.
Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen look 
pleasantly down from the cab of the Santa 
Fe's big Diesel as they wave to friends.
i Grant Mills. John Drew Devereaux. | 
Gordon Duff and John Halloran
has had four professional careers His first Hollywood role was in 
Years ago when Bing Ciosby was . Before becoming an actor. Raft "Quick Millions" . . Sidelites; Raft 
a nobody Milton Feld, then head was a boxer, a professional baseball is 5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs 
booker for all Paramount stage player and a dancer . He was 155 pounds, has an olive complex- 
shows in New York city, put Bing born in New York city. Sept. 27, ion. black hair, and brov.r ®ves . . . 
into the Paramount theater there, of German-Italian parentage . . . Latest is "Spawn of the North."
MAKING their first appearance in New England at the Eastern States Exposition in Spring- field, Mass., on Sunday, Sept. IX. the Royal Canadian Black Watch Band of Montreal, Can., Capt. H. G. Jones conducting, will open the Exposition wilh concerts afternoon and evening ln the Coli­
seum arena. The Black Watch organization of 65 musicians and pipers will also take part in the 
reception tendered to visiting governors of the 10 North Atlantic States Sunday evening.
